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Ther® has gj-own tip .ia the min-ds -of reMg-ious leacters, durlpg 
few years^ a -cleax ponviction ^s ‘tp thp very .great peed 
for-weei:-»day schopls of religiop of the higj^-school grad®r-.Thia 
inpossihlo for the Sunday School, hecaidS® of nature to. giy® 
the adolescent the training necessary t® prepara him. l©r active 
participation -in th® ,l|.fe ©f t.h© world, and for true social liv­
ing. The need for weeh-iday schools of religion is clear to all 
serious minded men. There is, however, -a very definite need for 
a clearer understanding of what should enter inX® the curricula, 
of these weeh^day schopls pf religion. -All are agreed that .the 
Bible should have a large place in the curricula. The life ©f 
Christ must certainly be studied. The great religious leaders ‘®f 
Israel, and the*Apostolic leaders of the Christian Church should 
also find important places in'the curricula.
-But what of the study of the ^pwth and developjnent of. the 
Christian Church, and, of those great- religious forces that hnv® 
been at work during the centuries, making possible this growth ?- 
Ar© they pf reul- value to the proper religious education of tho 
adolescent ? If so. What of the great wealth of material, shallb 
be used ? And what is the mos,t effective method of using thleu'** 
material in secondary schools of religion?
.Th®. purpose of this thef ia ip tP engwer at l,eaet In part . the 
above questions. Consideration will first b© given to the plada 
that history in general has in secular education# ?hen‘.§n‘©ffert 
will be mad© to show the essentia:;, place of^CJ^urch history in 
seccnda;ry religious education. A s^tudy .will te made of the oon* 
tent of the Church history that should be included in the
3
carrictilTUii* This will he followed hy a study of thos® psyoho- 
logioal principles that are hasic to-the proper study pf hlhtory# 
Finally the question of* ihethod will he dealt witth* shewing how 
Church history may best he taught in secondary schools Of religion.
But, before dealing with the particular questions to he -con­
sidered in this thesis, consideration should, he given to the meatiT 
iUg of the more impoi^tant'terms to he used.
**HiSt©ry", sayS. Paul Monroe, "oOnqjrlies'the
1. History
■whole period of development of human society" 
from the earliest ages for which -evidence has 'been “procured, and 
includes the carious manifestations of the human spirit in art, 
literature and religion as well as the vicissitudes of states and 
their leaders, and the course of economic and social evolution;^
It is' a study df the past e^eriences of huhian society, and that, 
not merely with a view to 'kno1?ledg©, hut with a view to aiding the 
solution of present and future problems of living. It 'considers 
hot merely time and events hut,- as well, the great movements ahd 
forces that have been at work, and the motives that have impelled 
men to action, along with the results of Such aOtion.
- Church History" is a study of .^tho
£• Church History
growth and development of the Christiim 
Church, of those principlos which have made possthlo, and have 
found e:^ression .in that development| and thosei livOs through -whom 
these principles have hornSo fruit< It considers not merely the 
Church as an institution, hut also those great spiritual forces 
t^t have worked themselves out in human society, and have made 




SfGondarjf oduqation is that 
„ period of education which, roughly 
speahing, covers the early and middle adolescent years* In in-' fv ff
eludes grades seven^ «ight and nine pf the gra^ar schopl and the 
four years of high school* Gr, as the grades are grouped in the
Jr ' W
mere modern method of grouping, the junior and senior high school* 
It is especially concemed^^with that critical ppriod of life whenr* K J
ideala are being sought and foimd, and when emotion, that ;ginds 
expression in conduct, is stJWngest, yet is least controlled* It is 
that period that imedlately precedes the setting of life in fix:ed 
j;ihed*
Religion is man*8 consciousness of his 
relationship to a spiritual universe of which 
he is a part, and with which he is striving for fuller and com* 
pleter communion. It is the realization of a great ideal bom 
within the soulcof man, and realized by external effort through 
institutions and activitidSj and-by human character* Everett says, 
"Religion is the experience constituted by those thoughts, feelings 
and actions which faring from a man's sense of dependence upon the 
power or powers controlling the universe, and which have as their 
center of interest the cosmic fortune of value*’*^ Religion is the 
serious and social attitude of individuals or commtuiities toward 
the power or powers which they conceive as having ultimate control 
over their interests and destinies*'*^ Brightman says, "Religion 
ought to be characterized by the felling of dependence on a
Moral Values^ p*S8£





personal G®d an^ dominated liy the wm ■f*.ea oy tn® wi;i to coeperate with God in
the conservation and Increase of values,^
Secondary schools of religion 
are those soh^ ©f jtmior and 
senior high:schO0l grade, organ­
ized as week-day schools . d!he
LTeTtr -P-tsosa iln«:a,d studies that dallnltaly msi, far amoral an«
rtllgious grauth, such sohcals are dlstiuct fra. the schools af
3.CU1SX .«ucutlan cantrcll.d hy th. stata. They rapr.sant . f^r-
ther effert on the •nn-r+ a-p n ^
giv. th. .. loaders ta81V. the youth Of d.erlca systcatic tralulug lu rellglou. ^
< «» «• aa» « M3a*roahotion to ran;;;';"—
CHAPTER I
THE PLACE OF HISTORY IH SBCORPARY EDUCATION,
7
THE PLACE OP HISTORY IK SECOKMRY EDUCATIOH.
There are three main "branches of education, each of wh^ch
has gradually found its way into the curriculum of secondary
schools. The first main "branch includes what are hnown as the
.cultural sciences; namely, languages, mostly classical,literature, 
philosophy and mathematics. The second branch consists of the 
physical sciences such as physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology, 
geography, biology and anatomy. The third group, known as the 
social sciences", includes ethics, econonics, psychology, soci*# 
©logy, civic's and history. Each of these fields of study has a 
very definite purpose and represents definite stages in the growijh 
of the curriculum of Secondary eddsation. Education as we think of 
it' to-day is by no means the product of any one generation. It is 
the product of a long process of growth. The study of the high 
and broad present day cUrricultua is the study of what it has taken 
centuries to produce. Kor has its development "been without much 
opposition to the broadening tendency. Each new field of studies 
has literally had to fight its way into the curriculum* As Charters^ 
in Curriculum Construction.^ suggests, changes in curriculum con­
struction come very slowly. The curriculum depends largely upon 
the stated and accepted aims of education. Por centuries these 
liims were cultural. The curriculum was infliienced by the idea 
that education should not be related to the specific activity of 
the individual, and that training acquired in the cultural field 
may easily be transferred to the field of practical e3cperience.lt 
is only in recent times that any appreciable change in the stated 
and accepted aims of education has come about.
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A, The Gurrloxatim of Secondary Education
^ What is ’^lEUe Qf oducatloh in general is tme of secondary* 
©ducfitlon in particular* Secondary education has generally been 
considered preliminary to advanced x)r hlghe^^ducationj hence,the 
carrioula of secondary schools have been bniit np laj^gely to fleet 
the demands of college entrance* The same forces and attitudes - 
which controlled the curriculum of the college, indirectly yet 
certainly controlled the curriculum of the secondary school. For 
centuries the courses offered by the secondary schools and colleges 
were almost entirely ctllturai. Education that "possessed- least 
practical value in solving the problems, of* life was considered '-of 
the best type. Gradually, however, the demands of daily life 
brought'about a broadening of the curriculum to that it came to in­
clude- physical sciences. Studies having a definite relationship 
to fnan's environment. One after'another Of these has be,en add$d - 
until at the present time most, if hot all, of them maybO founA 
in the curriculum of the modern high school. Following the physical 
sciences came the social sciences, and these have greatly enriohsd 
the courses of study to bb found in s^dondary education* Consider­
ation will now be given to the"vHrious branches of education as 
suggested above.
The cultural sciences consisting
1, Cultural Sciences.
Of languages^ literature,philosophy 
and mathematics represent what for centuries was the core- if not 
the whole of the curriculum both of colleges and secondary schools. 
They represent the first and earliest attempt of the modern era to 
build up a curriculum. The large place given to these studies was
9
due to tlie’influ'enbe of Eenaissancre upon all sttbsequent'Jdu** 
cation. *It'‘was a return fa'tlie''study *tff th-e classical languages 
and of Grreek*” philosophy. S’5f‘a-f least one hundred yeara It had a 
refreshing ihfluenee upon educatlon dn ffesterrt_®urope; hut tho 
spirit' df the fienaissance soon died, ahd edhcatlun hecame dead -and 
formal. The classics continued to he the 0ajor intenaat in edu­
cation, hut it was a pedantic effurt to copy the, style.' and form of 
the ancients." Education cdnsistdd of- the acquiring of a body - of 
Imowledge thaihad no practical value.
This cultural ei^hasis continued with very little change down 
to the early n^iiteenth century. 'A study of the development^of the 
Ameiican high school reveals the persistence with which the cul­
tural elements have held prominence. The earliest secondary school 
was thb Latin gramSiar Sohddl.- Its nSme revelas the curriculum 
emphasis•' Speaking of the“~fiiSt high -schools Monroe, in Principles 
of' §e6dndary Bducatldn; says',' "Latin, Greek and mathematids cpn-f 
stituted the hackhb'nh and the hulk-of all instruction; the course 
of study'was the same for all."^ This was followed hy the Academy 
‘ which was an'effort to‘broaden-the"field of study,, hy the addition 
of several‘practical arts. Bevehtheless the classics still mainj> 
dbained the central place. With the development, of government con­
trol of education came ths high- school, covering the years sfour- 
toen to' ‘eighteen* As educdtibn has- mcreasiagly “become a public 
enterprise the ‘demands -o'f society upon it have hoen felt upoir the 
currichium.' ■Gradirally -the -cultural sciences have given, place to 
the more practical studies of the -physical and social sciences. 
~ThiS'''’is even'more noticeable -in the more'reQ-ent 9^stem Of paccn-sia
ii P-.E14 ' , i ,
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secondary ednoatlon cosprlain^, the junior and senior hlsh h 
-4 covering th, years twelve .and eighteen. ' ' ’
'•evertheless the cnlt^al snhjeots still hiad a v .
and l-tportant piece a.ong the preacr‘ih'ed -
^ e i/xio prsacri]be(i coiaseda in
of the average hi^Vi o v . “ ' ’ currictatur. average iiLgh school. ft a+virtTr-ion high ,choola. .evealsm!: ^
-a prescrlhod and twenty-.iva percent oi the ^ ZT 
cnltnral. These figures are true for hath 
. ana the general curricula.
^hysi6al ScieficAH nex.t group ,of studies
e^ncatlcn consisted of the PhyslctltlelcL'^lh^ ^
efforts on the part of m . " fcpresent the
^’s prohiet,s could not'he lolvt^ CThodT of
ooncemed chiefly with dev •, . >niowledge that was
anst he. trained- to helve praltJl
.experiences. Man oust know snd und!rir^”^ arising out of fflan.'s.
lives. He must understand hi "erstand his environment.
.Ov ^iret real, st^p in thA t
I’nan.cls Bacon'who gave to the world^thTd
Sa,tlon. out Of th^s grew the sclentlflc“jrr
eaye Wrth to the age of setuntlfie .ethod of IlsI"'”"'
Of the universe of v i ' ^ Jlseoverlng truthsverse. Of nan's environment and of hlneeif . 
gradually appi*Art himself.y applied this mehtod to everv vvuo ^
Bew world diaooverlea h v '"™“ SOdeavor.‘ , fsooverles hrqught development m the ,
8-P^, Physios hecame a true science- aetrcle 
astronomy, alchemy to chemistry, i^v’ t,
■tads necessary the-Bel' ’ ' the earth.
. -Sohool DooTO5g^-f5C^^°/£^e^o_lo^_.___Bdj^
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and animai kingdoms gaV^e Tsiology, liatsf oaitfe anatomy and pliys"i4»l0 
ology, and later still has come hjrgiene*
It is 'tiTie the influence of scientific disaovertes' was long 
heing felt'upon education and the curriculum; hut its influence 
thereCh was inevitable. Education eventu'ally'ha^ to give a place 
to the practical sci'ences, those that liad'to do “with' the v/orld of 
physical things'. This was first felt in the field of college edhi- 
cation , and then in the'" field of secondary education;. At* first*" 
advance Whs very slow. Opposition ’was strong. But at the pfeseht 
time the pliysibal sciences have -come to hold a-largis and important 
place in the curriclila of high schools. While not holding such a“ 
large place in the prescribed courses as the cultural sciences, 
they hol'd by far the largest of the three groups in the elective 
courses.
The social sciences are those
The Social Sciences
which'have as their chief purpose 
the training of'man as a person, to live in a society of persons". 
They include such studies as ethics, economics*, psychology, soci­
ology, civics' and history, "and represent the their and last large 
group" bf studies' to be included, in thb' curriculum. They represent 
a further change in the accepted aim of education, dne which I'S’ 
comparatively recent-Thby deal with the activities, as well as 
with the ide&ls of man. It is largely by means of the social 
sciences that the ideals of man are realized. They teach man how 
to live. ’*Baek: of all right action' and reaction there musV be 
inowledge of the* social foroes, movement's, relations, causeV, con­
sequences and the like. This knowl-edge Is the indispensible guide 
to right action.”^
I. Bobbitt.., How to •Ifeke a ’Curriculum p.l08
Mftri needs a mind developed by the cultural sciences* He needs 
to know the physical world arid the natural laws which gdvern ' it. 
But it is even more essential that he knov/ the great social forces 
that control and impel men to action, and the causes and conse­
quences of his own actions, ^n other words he must have entrained 
souli He must be trained to live among and wj.tJf"his fellowmen. 
•^ack of all right social aotion there must be right social atti- 
tudes , evaluations, appreciations and desires. Preparation for 
the right functioning must take adequate care of these basic qual-
• < wl • « .» p -ities of mind.® Cope in Education for Democracy, lays great
* - ' f ' :en^jhasis on the social nature of ed^Tication. He sees democracy as 
a great social order of which education must be the corner stone. 
The task of democracy is to educate for democracy. He points out 
that true democracy is possible obly by the weaving together of 
the personal contributions and influences into a great new na-
■y i } t.tional personality in which each finds fullest growth.
The social sciences are of major value to the student. They
teach him how to live, how to understand life, how' to meet, touch
and change life. Hence, they should have a very”large place in
the curriculum of secondary education. This phase of education
deals witb. the most critical period of life-w a time when youth
is for the first time forrrraJiriting permanent ideals and is pointing
his life into permanent channels* The high schobls must !aake a
large contribution*to the social development' of youth at this
time* Davis says, "Public schools fulfil their function only when
they relate themselves intimately to the social needs of the time
and place in which they are established*”®
1* Ibid ----------------------------------
2* P* 14.
3* High School Courses of Study, p.l
IS
These expressions on the part of leading writers on education 
show a very divided opioion as to the place that the social empha^ 
sis, such as iS fOund in the social sciences-must'have in modern 
education, esp'ecially of the s-econdary gritde'^"^tt is a decided 
chanrge in-attitude fr-om that-which has fot’ centuries prevailed.
And this change in the accepted aim of education ds definitely in­
fluencing- the huildihg of-high suhool curricula. Scott, speaking 
of the ofnipes for dhis changing eitphasis in the curriculum lays- ii-
largely in popular prassure.H'e says, "Social pressure makes this
}
felt i'n the high schools. The young people that fill our class­
rooms are bent on living. ^ is here and now' vt?ith them."^
^ It ie true, as yet, the social sciences hOlU* thind place' in 
point of hours in the curriculum of the average’high school, hut 
therO is a definite tendency toward increasing both the prescribed 
and elective courses in the social sciences. At the present time, 
history, economics and civics are the chief social sciences taught. 
Without doubt, however, the near future will see elementary soci­
ology, elementary psychology and ethics taught especially in the 
Senior high school. Davis in. High School Coucpss of Study, shows 
by means of a table the place of the social sciences in the cur­
ricula of the high schools of eleven representative cities of the 
United States. This table shows that of the prescribed courses 
the social sciences--econonics, civics and history-- have a re­
quirement average of £6 hours, or comprise apJ)roximately 1£ per­
cent of the time for prescribed courSQ$.
B, Ha^BfOry in 'tRe Cug^lctiltun'Qf~ ^'ectisaary Education
Consideration, has he&n given to the development of the cnir-*
riculum pf -secondary schools,. It has, been,shown how the aim of.
education has gradually ghanged during the'''past fifty to seventy
fice years, and^, how, with the changing aim has come a broadening
of the curriculum of education. The social sciences now have a
permanent place in the curriculum pf secondary education. A study *• ^ ^ ■ *■
will he made of the place of history, one of the social sciences, 
in this Qurriculxqn. ^Jha need for the teaching of history will be 
first considered, fhen .vfill follow./a, sthdy of the growth of his­
tory in the curriculum, ■‘^■fter this consideration will be given , 
to the time and content requirements of the history taught in the 
high sphOols.- This section .will be coneluded wifh the considera­
tion of the present weaknesses in the history taught in American 
high schools*
History more than any other of
1• The Heed fof the social sciences revelas tl^e vital re^
Teaching History lationship betqeen the present and all 
other ages, ^t presnets the present as the product of the past,
9
and- as the germ of the future. It links the life of the indiiftid- 
ual with all other^lives that have gone befope; ft also gives 
him a social consciousness, a sense of vital relationship to all 
present lives. It shov/s the human race in its present conditions 
as the product of long ages of social evolution; hence, it gives 
faith and bouyanoy to the soul when the future is clouded in 
doubt. It reveals' the upward move of the" rhce, and restores hope 
to the individual as he battles with the ills of his day* These
16'"
l]8SSon3 ar§ n-eecLed 'Tay- youth in hie preparation for full, social
aivlAg,
solves his problems ip the light of past ea^periences.' 
hut when ^thqse problems surpass his own e3g>er'tenoes, he turns 
to the e3q)eriences of others -who have faced and solved the, samo 
or similar problems^ in the -past# Thuq, one tuj;ps tp the history 
of other lives and people tp learn the secret of how tp live in 
the pre^gpt * Mackie sayq,^ ”the study of the past helps- ua* to. 
sympathizp tiph, to explain, and, fo appreciate the present, and- 
aids in solving contemporary,,problems pertaining to so-Qiology, 
economics apd government."^ .The youth needs to awak.en tp -the 
-stimuli of other times than here and now. He needs to be ^atirred 
to heroism, loyalty, and to his best by the study of the heroic^ 
action of, qthprs wh-p have preceded .him. Cope says, "History has. 
-two nharacteristics-; It is, objectively, 'philosophy teaching by 
exiample', and subjectively, for the student, it is his projection 
into the race experiSnceefor learning social living."^
History is, furthermore, essential to proper training of 
youth bepause it reveals thpse principles that have guided the 
race in its development, those forces- that have been mighty in. 
shaping the destiny, of the race, and those motives that have dm-*
polled men in the past tp action, ^t not only reveals these, but
{
it presents the consequences of thpir interactions, and allows
the man of the present to evaituate them In thp light of their
consequencesIn this way, the youth- is tfepght properly tp
measure the v&lue. pf those forces that --are now at T/ork, :and to
!• Bducation During Adolesoenoo.v.125 S. Education^ for'Democracy. “p.171
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ally himself y/ith. those that make, for the greatest social, g.opa^ 
ft, fnr.ther^ teaches yOtith the conaeqirences of allying himself 
with those forces that araan&hti^spcial# History teaches -gr-eat 
lessons in present living ont of the past experiences of the-raae. 
These lessons cannot go nnheepd’ed•Hinsdale saysT*",’.*Jlo i»an who sets 
at nanght the lessons that history transmits to him can hope to 
transmit, influence to the future*'”^ -M:.
History gives' the individual perspective in viewing hie |fl*o- 
hlems of living.; reveals those principles, forces and motives’ that 
have been at work, and. presjents their consequences as lessons -for 
the present. Thus, also., it teaches how to livelin the present 
in the light of pastiracial experiences, and stirs to noble' 
action by presenting the noble lives of the past. For these rea­
sons history should have a very important plave in the curricula 
of secondary schools.
2. The Growth of -^istory 
in the Curriculum
As pointed out above,_the 
high school curriculum] has heen 
largely govem-ed-by the entrance
requirements- of the colleges. This was espeOt$,lly so during the 
early period of American secondary education. Hence, history did 
not find a place in the high schools of the states until it
appeared in the college entrance requirement^ d?he finst college 
to demand history for entrance was Harvard in 1847. Both Gre^ 
and Homan, history were required. 4. direct result of this Is
shown by Dextar,^ who states that the Boston English High School
gave courses in general* and in United. Spates' history in'lG60.
How to -Study and to Teach HlstSry.o.a. , - .
2* History of Education in the United States.*0.175
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In 1868 Cornell required Greek, and Roman history* The tmlversl'ty 
of %chigan in 1870 added American history to the end tf the
Revolution to its requirements* j^n ,1871 Marvard added Europeau- 
history* After 1870, history found a rapidly increasing place in 
the entrance requirements especially of the smaller and newer 
colleges.
* Monroe^ points out that in 1895, o\it of 475 imiversities. 
and .colleges investigated , -306 required American history, 1E7^ 
general history, HE Greek history, 116 Roman history, 57 English 
history, 9 State and li>cal history and 1 required .French and Ger­
man history* ^t is, ture,^ much.of the material required was- of 
the merest outline; nevertheless, $t shows the trend of attitude 
and the growing place of history in secondary education.
The first important step in the effort of educators to giva 
history its rightful place came in 189S at the Edison Conference, 
The next step came .in 1895, when the •^'‘ew i^gland Association of 
College and Preparatory Schools appointed a committee Qf tan to 
deal with college entrance requirements .in history, .This committee 
of the suggested seven history- topics, edoh representing one yeaf$ 
work of three hours each* The colleges were requested to accept 
any two from the seven. These topics were:- (1) Greek history,
(S) %story of Rome to 800 A.D. (3) German history, (4). Prehoh 
history, (5), English history, with specific reference to ao.clal 
and political development, Ce) American history and (7) a detailed 
study of some limited perioA,
In 1896, the Rational Educational Association appointed a- 
committee of seven to make 8 study of the situation* This com­
mittee reported in 1899, ^,ts report stands, says Monroe, "as 
l*Prinolples of Secondary Education. p*653 ff*
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the standard dodument on the whole question of history in American 
secondary schools.**^. The committee grouped colleges into four 
classes based upon entrance requirements-, and made specific sug­
gestions for each class, institutions vvlth complete options were 
asked to accept four tinits of history as an eqtfivalent of any 
other four units-, institutions that require a certain number of 
units, and then require a number from the optiOnals, were asked 
to require one unit of history, and to accept one, two, -or three 
from optional units, institutions without options wore requested 
to require one unit of history* Those IhstiilstitlonshhEtigg several 
different ooilege entrance Bourses were asked ’to require ona'-unit 
of history each for both the Classical and Latin course, two units 
for the Scientific course and three units for the English course. 
The Committee’'® units for the four year's c'ourse were; (1) Ancient 
history^ (2) medieval and modern hUstory;- (S) English hi'stOry;
(4) American history and civil government.
The committee of the •^''ational Education Association accepted 
these recommendations, but v/ith the provd-se that one -year Of 
American %story and government ‘shoul-d be accepted as a requir- 
ment for- admission’by all college#, and Universities,
Thus it is evident that history, during the past seventy-, 
five years and especially during the past thirty years has come 
to hold a very important place in the Curricula of high schools.- 
A more specific study w'ill now be made of the history require­
ments in America secondary education.
Among the subjects of the curricul-um
S, 'History
. -There is none in which is found such
Requirements
^li Ibid p.5b6
diversity in the matter of time and content of courses given as 
in history* The repart of the committee of Ten given above shows 
how wide the range of history study is in high schools, ^t is 
true, every high school does notf>give all courses; neverhteless» 
a study of the curricula shows that the choices made from these 
same specific topics are very wide.
a. Time requirements It is not alf/ays possible to
state the exact amount of time given to history in a high school 
from the general reports available* As a rule history, civics
and economics are grouped together in school reports* however,the
latter are generally taught only in the last year of tha, highI. V
school, and then frequently as part of the modern American history
course*
1The following table shows the department requirement in 
periods for graduation from the high schools of ©i^ven represent­
ative American cities* While this table does not show total hours 
given in edch ttdpa^tmgnt^J^alt reveals fairly well the coiiq)arative 
place of each field of study in the curricula by giving the pr®-
spribed hours for each group of studies*
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1* Davis, High School Coursers of S'^udy
t* Content 4equiraiaentB» ©"bove table shows a wide
range in the time allotted tp the teaching of history in the 
American high schocl. The range in time is no greater than the 
rang© in Content* The report of an inyestlgatipn of the status 
of history tEiaching conducted by th© J3prtli Central Association ©f 
the sev^en teen* HiddlfiT-Westem Spates shows, "The sequence of 
courses in history in practice Is as follows: Ancient, modern 
and medieval, English, American (generally three offered and Eng­
lish omitted-K All are, full.- year courses .annually except Ameri­
can -history and government (two-thirds given to hi-story).*. The 
model history recitation is 200-£2£> minutes per weeh*"^
The plan for content of history courses for secondary schools 
proposedr (1916) by the *^ommlttee on Social Studies of the National 
Commission for the jReorganizatlon of 0eoondar^ Education of the, 
Rational Educational Association^- was as follows: Th® sedondary 
-school period suggested to be divided into Junior and senior.Ihe 
former to oover grades 7-9. The latter to cover grades 10-lEi In 
the Junior high school the social studies were suggested t© be 
grouped into three groups thus: Si^raphy* European history and
• I
Amefiosii history with community civics. In the senior high school 
it wAs proposed to teach the courses thus: European history to 
1700, Ettpopean history since 1700, American history since 1700, 
courses in Bocial,^ economic and political problems.
In the high schools of the city of Boston,^ there is re—
quirerd in the college curriculum. Ancient History in the first
1-. Johnstoh,l?ewlon, Pickell; Junior and Senior High School
£. Ibid.,p374 Administration . p.369
S'. Curricula for General High Schools.Document H©*9—1917
year (3-61iours), and the second year (4-6)* Ko history ip re- 
quired in the third year* In tlie fourth year American Ancient. 
History (4—S hours) are optional* In the general oujrriculuBij 
History is required in the first ^d fourth jears* It-j.s elep- 
tive in the second and th^td* The report for the latter curricu­
lum doew not state what periods of- history aif^ studied in any of 
the years of the course* v
In the high schools of Sqw York^ ancient, medieval and modern,
•4
^glish, and United S-^ates history are taught* The first three 
are offered three periods per week. English history is offered 
two periods per week, and American history and clieics combined 
four periods, ^ine hours of history are prescribed for gradu­
ation. "These are; three in ancient history in th.e second year; 
two in English history in the third year; and four in United States 
History and civics in the fourth year*”*^ it is very evident
that his tory not only has an important and permanent place in the 
curriculum of the modern high school, but that the range in time 
and content requirements is very wide*
Ths ’Present Weaknesses ^ * 
in CCeabhlhg-Ueoular Hist'orv
4. ghe -Present Weaknesses i cn|,@f difficulty,
however, in the historyi ' V
teaching of secondary 
schools does not lie either in the time given to this field of
study, nor in its content* it is rather in the, emphasis that the
difficulty is to be fotind*
®* Militaristic. Th.e tendency in most wri.ting of
history textbooks has been an over-emphasis of the military side, 
R* School Courses of Study. p.71
of .hi story I A study of fifteen'of the hlf&tojrytexts cwmipohly u^^ed 
in ^xmior end senior high schools 3?evefil0d the fact that^ •JrftfctiC'- 
ftlly the whole space is given-to the study of'military activities, 
to territorial expansion and to political pr’ch^-etis* American his­
tory from 1800 to the present day is largely a atudy of Presiden­
tial administrations, being very clearly divld^ into four yOar 
periods* Very little space Is given |n the modern history tS^ts 
to the social, intellectualj moral and religious growth of the*' 
nation, ot to the great social forces that are moulding the life' 
and shaping the destiny of the nation*
Ih® following are illustrative facts discovered in a number- 
of high school American history texts** Mussey's An American his­
tory. a book of 528 pages contains eight paragraphs that specify 
icaliy -deal, with social, mo?al or religious forces and growth in 
American -history* Hart Is flew American History, ^contains-^thjtty 
sQten chapters;..and, -of these, three chapters only make any'ap­
proach to the religious 'and social development of the A^ierican^ 
people* One of these, the fifth, deals with the .period-1889-1762 j 
an®"ther,the eleventh, deals with the peri6dl780-1800, and the 
nineteenth presents the period 1888-1841* Bo particular refer­
ence is made te the modern periods since 1841, although the book 
was published in* 1917* Practically all-"the main headings"‘-in the 
book were military or political in “emphasis* 'A. text-, A Brief 
Topical Survey of United‘S..^ates History, by Carman and Cerson,has 
a splendid concluding chapter on the "Problems of To-day*The- 
chief stress, however, throughout the. text is political, snd ani 11- 
tary* Pipke's A of the United S^^ates for .Sehcrolg tcOontains
seventeen chapters*, jill are largely military except the last one,
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whioh deals with "Som® leatTires of ■‘^rogtesB," Chahning*8' A 
students History of United StVteS. puhliBhed in 1981, shows" the 
same eii5)hasis# It contains over 600 pag^S, lE^iroughont the hook 
there are only twelve sections, none of any great lehgth, tha-^ 
presume to deal with the social, moral and religious Side pf his-I
tory* Even thpBe sections that do liltepq^t ‘an^^iioh a presenta­
tion, stress largely the unrest, s^d* the sodiai siid religious 
difficulties, rather than the progressive fotces* Thed© facts 
reveal the present day tendency in the history taught in American
high schools*
Stout is right when he says,'"the history taught in secondary 
schools would lead the learner to helieVe that the chief occupa­
tions of people have "been to tear down one government and set up 
another ene^"^’ Bohinson sgys, **lah is more than a warrior, a 
subject or a princely ruler; the state is hy nO means his supreme 
interest,*^ History has "been made too melodramatic* I^eaths, 
marriages, intrigues, quayrels,jealousies and war make up the 
major portion of our text-hook material* Peace, cooperation,love, 
friendships, great ideas, great' characters", great ideals have'very 
little if any part in the texts placed in the hands of youths 
h* It is non-moral fh© history taught' in the high
schools islaigilgely non-mbr^l* It presents the basic facts of - 
history without, as a rlue, setting forth the 'mOj:al Implications 
and applications of these facts, There is little ©f no effort 
made in the history texts to show causal relations rather than 
military and possibly economic* "The study of history,says
1* ,The.High gchool.;its. ifeBttlon. 'Organization and-^dmlnistre.-^
 tion,p*114 ^ *
2* The ^dw History p*9
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Monrpf,^. •♦giipuld not merely ^ive him. a body of information., it 
Bhonld affedt his attitudes toward the world and. train his inind 
tor the successful search for certain hinds of truth," The average 
history text does not presume to do this, ^t is more concernid 
•v/ith 'the presentation of details and facts, of event.a than with 
the great personal motives and influences that produce events. The 
basis of all social and moral action is to he^ found in men'.s m|.ndB, 
Social, forces ar.e fundamentally psychical, and have to .do with 
not merely men's minds, hut men's wills. In a true sense, history 
should he concprn^d mostly with those motives that produce action 
rather .than with the actioii itself, O^ijr in this way can history 
have a truly moral value. The high school.histexy texts do not 
concern themselves with these moral factors in history,
Jlor is there, in the average high school history text, any 
emphasis upon .the training of the pupil to develop soimd moral 
judgment in considering the so called great men of history. They 
are preSju^ted in the light of their political or military accomp­
lishments or failures and on this tiasis are they judge.d, Yery 
little if■ any effort i-s made to-present their.moral characters.
As a result of this, the history teaching of thp preBf|Bt dayt 
tends to lead thp pupils to place action and accomplishment ahov® 
moral worth* .This carries over into their estimate of present day 
leaders, v/ith. th© result, that they become citizens whp are more 
concerned with political, military or economic action, than with 
th« -great moral forces that are indispensible to true democrasy,
0.* It lacks stress of religious factors Hot only is
history as taught in s^dohdary schools militaristic and non-moral,
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alsf fails t9 emphasi^s. th^ preligiQug elomente of history It
P. al3. that i„ thoMelyes have had far reaching aff.ot 
upon tha growth end, dovolcp.ent ,f ,olyui,,,i„,_ h^
treated ae negative facts, fhoy are studied .srely m the
« Of their political or. military slgnl^ioance^ SeUgion has 
always been, a mighty if „of v . Igion. has
6. y, it not the mightiest, foree In 4.Of man. Those spiritual ^ in the history
. ' «*?piritual attitudes and forces +>,0+ 4.4
have always been trenea*ouallnlluenoes In controlling his T 
^ot one does not neet these things m hist
the adolescent. The great men + *"■
-le. not those wh'o shaldT
^hts IS iiiustr::::: --
ih. the high schools to-day. HttlTot
great religious movgmenta as oa, ^ *<> thos
that were culetlv h V ’ ® Christianityq i y ut surely changing not merely thd^rei • • 
hut the political and, euonomlc life of th
Broastedl sums up the origin of Ohrlsf -I ""
those,, faiths Of the £ast the o •’!toona«ii -
ollnlng. toward one T In-
,h toward one, whose teachers fmri 4.,. •„ TV a. t=«t.xiej-s- told how ‘their ilnqfo-v- J• '•"•■■ "■ *" «. 1- „ ■
«u ... „ „. ■ * “>•
human hrotherhood- and of div, v . ^ ^ ^
Which the hohrew prophets ha« even that
Qd for a few years in the A This faith he jxre.ach-
till he inourrad their hatred and ZZ
hits him put to death.. ’
1. 4ncient ^Istory'^^'sei................
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Coii5>are thJ(.B cfonsiaeration 6f 'Jesus and t^Eiristiahity with 
that of ^rous Aufeliusf where, hmong many eultgies to the Roman 
emperor he s&yS, “hefftjtdaa time to 'record his thoughts amid’ leave 
to the world a- little volume of laeditatiohs witten in Greek ♦As 
the aspirations of a gentle and chivalrous heart toward pure and 
no'ble' living, these meditations areaaElong the moat precious lega^ 
dies of the past,® ^ ^
Roman'history deals with Julius CaeSar,Augustus,Tiherius,'' 
Caligula, Claudius, -^^ero, and Marcus Aurelius. But no effort is 
made to deal with those greater lives of th§ early-. Christie- church 
whose influence, in reality, v;as further reSOKing than the co'm- 
"binod influence of all the Roman emporors. It may he said that the 
purpose of these historyttexts is not religious hut political, 
hence, the political ,and militajry emphasis, 'i&it it is impossible 
to train adolescents for full citizenship and true character if 
their study of man and his activity fails to emphasize those great­
est ©f all factors—the moral and religious.
Thus, it has been shown that although history has come to hold 
a large and permanent place in the curricula of American high 
schools, it does not make the contribution to adolescent character 
and conduct that it should. •‘Possessing in it self maryellous worth 
as a source not merely ©f moral and ethical, but also of religious- 
instruction, it falls far short of its value, as a result of the 
particular emphases in the texts and in the teaching. The facts of 
the great religious development of the race are, therefore, lost 
to the adoleseent. The history of these things is ignored in the 
history courses of sfe^ondary education.
There are two ways in which this condition may be remedied.
l.Ibid
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One is to write new history texts and also to demand the religious 
emphasis in the teaching of history* Another is to build up in 
the Curricula of Week-day schools Qf religionbcourses in Church 
history, by which these great religious truths may be imparted to 
the youth of America. The former method is impossible of reali­
zation in that religion must be- divorced from the public schools. 
The latter is possible of realization, and ^IniM become andee 
established fact, ^n the next chapter an effort will be made to 
show thohnddd for such a solution of the problem, and the place 
that should be gi^en in the curriculum of the secondary shod of 
religion to the teaching of the history of the Christian Church*
Qhapter II
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THE PLACE OP GHIIRCH HISTORY IN SESONLARY SCHOOLS OR RELIGION.
The American public school system is indigenous te American 
soil, ^t is the product of the thinking and attitudes of the 
American people. Ho where in the world is there an educational 
system comparable to it in its type of organization, support and 
control. Its purpose is to produce character and to train citi­
zens competent to participate in a democracy. It is a system 
founded upon the pjjinciple of separation of church and state.Those 
who laid the foundation of our educational sysjiem wisely saw that
religious training must be the task of the church, not of the 
» **
school. The publioc school concerns itself with the intellectual 
training of the child. The church must concern itself with his 
moral and religious training .
A, Secondary Schools of Religion.
The task of the church is the taaining of character through a 
special ■ en^ha^siS' upon the religious life. This task is not new.
The difficulty lies in educating the church to a full sense of its 
responsibility. The Church must create an efficient agency for 
performing this task. In the past, the Church has largely been 
organized around the pulpit; hence it has built magnificent chur­
ches and spacious auditoriums. Henceforth, it must be organized 
around the teaching pkase of its mission.' Then it will build 
great schools, train not less preachers but more teachers, and 
save not less souls, but develop more characters. It will become 
an effective educator in religious living. It will present a
unified progr-am of religious training for every period of yofing-
life
And what is tma of young life in general la particularly 
true of the adolescent, stout points out ihatj "Ihe adolescent- 
period ahove all other life periods is one in which the socializ­
ing process is at its height, and whe-ther it wi-ll he accomplished 
well or ill is 8 matter of great ImportanSS. Hew criteria for 
social judgments are sought, new standards of conduct are demand­
ed and new modes of social azpression are Imperative. Authority ' 
la questioned, eld standards are ahandoned. and old modes of sooia: 
response are not adequate.”! Ihe adolesonet period is the most 
orltioal period of life. If la i, that period mbre than in any 
other that the Indl^diial is most ausoe'ptlhle to "reii'g-ldue In­
fluences. There is a deep religious need. The church alone oaS ' 
supply the need by developing a system of week-day religious s 
schools paralleling the high schools in the secular field.
ATsibve, has been stated ih
a general way, the need ‘for
week-day religious instruction 
and the development of week-day schools of religion to make pos-
srhle this instruction. There are several vary speoifio reasons 
why the ohuroes of America should definitely assiune their re- 
sponslhility tor the religious training of youth.
. The American public
schools are the schools of a democracy foPndod upon the principles 
0 relrgrous liberty and separation of church and state. Ihe state 
cannot teach religion, therefore religion and religious teaching 
“St ffcm_th_e_puhlio schools, ibis do'es not mean’'that
and 1. <-4 -s—— •
The Heed for Secondary
Schools of Rgligion
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tho schools are ^godless, and immoral as is maintained by 'jRntnftn 
Qatholic leaders, does mean that, while the state alaims the 
right to train intelligent citiznee, it rightly Idavea to the 
church the responsibility for the relijgious training of 'thqse- 
citj^ens. In a democracy there must-be freedom of conscieiice. 
Adler s§ys, ’’Clearly it w.ould be an act, qf ,ga^O0e injustice -to 
force -a citi^eu b,elqngil^g to- one denomiqation; to pey for instill­
ing the doctrines of eome other*
Spme States require, must States permit, reading of the Bible 
in the public, schools* -This isaqs far as tie schools can justly 
go* Some leaders advocate the academic use of th,e Bible,.as his-! 
tpny or literature. this would rob it of its true usefulness.
The Bible is history; it is literature, but it is more Ihan either 
history or^ literature* Jt is distinctly religious, and one cannot 
appreciate, it either as history pr Itteralure* unless tthc? gic.at re­
ligious concepts and motives are presented. Ahd what is ttue ,of 
the Bible is tr^e of religion* Some leaders- advocate the teaching 
of religion on the basis of the common elements*• But so fundamental 
arc some cf tie differences in religious interpretation, that, to 
endeavor to teach .only'these parts which would suit all parties, 
would be to rob religion of its religious elements.
There are two ways of solving the problem^ One., is by means 
P^^oclial schools, in which the whole education of youth will 
be in the lands of the churoh. The ptler way is for the chnrCh 
to develop week-day schools of religion paralleling the-public 
schools, ..the purpose of which shall hq to teach-.religion* 
former wpuld destroy the corner sjtone of our democracy, the public 
school. Such cannot he. The la'tt'er, the establishing of week-tday 
Moral Instruction of Children.u*4
schools of religion, i^s the only satisfaotojry way pf solving
the problem*
h*^ Youth must he taught religious value* „ The j)uhllc school^ 
must :not teach religion; yet youth must he t^^ife^t religious values* 
Democracy depend^ upon personal values, personal values are 
essentially religious Values* The greatness of a nation depends 
upon the greatness of its people* Thus the^pfi^Wem of dempcraey 
is a spiritual pro^lfm^ Cope points out that, "Democracy seeks the 
salvation of the souls of men in the wides|;, highest, fullest sense, 
for.democracy ultimately seeks the salvation of society*"^ There- 
fOre^ education that lacks a spiritual emph.afii^. canUQt^he consider- 
ed conqplete*
Citizenship and full participation in a democracy require .ai<* ■ *
trained mind* Society- is imcreasingly realizing this fact; hence
2,.
the system of public education is hraadening* ]|rovislon for thp 
education of the child frpm kindergarten to university fs every­
where an established fact* So rapid has secondary education de- 
veioped that, "If present tendencies are,not ^seriously retarded, 
secondary education will be as nearly uniTjersal by 19b0 as is 
elementary education to-day*’*^ Yet a nation must have more than, 
trained minds, ^t is right for the nation to develop, its public 
school system to the limit of its possibllijties, but democracy 
must have religion as well as intellect^. ,”We are fast drifting, 
into cultured paganism* Unless the church t^^^. iimediate,, -steppe 
to .stem the. present tide of indifference, lujcury, and commercial 
greed, this country will soon cease to be a Christian natlpu*”®
1* Education for Democraoyu p*30




The increase in cfiime, the lack of the sense of personal rights 
political scandals and many other symptons are evidence of the 
"breaking down of the religious life and merals of our people* "HoIR-* 
esty, industry, truthfulness, and the common decencies must he 
taught or the state will perish." Spiritual values must he taught 
to the youth of America* And yet this is not the task of the puh- 
lie schools. it is the task of the church, and the church must 
assume its responsihliity.
c* Failure of the Sunday School to accomplish the task. The 
church has made an attempt in recent times to provide religious 
instruction thr^mgh the Sunday school* This Institution has do^e
p ^ ^
great work in spite of its limited time and equipment* But it cah 
never hope- adequately t© meet the religious needs of young people. 
On© hour a week is not sufficient for proper religious training.
The state demands thirty hours a week for the training of the mind. 
The church has "been content with a teaching period of about thirty 
minutes a week.
Lack of readiness to perform its task, and of equipment and 
trained teachers, and of finances to furnish the equipment or to 
engage conipetant teachers have greatly restricted the influence of 
the Sunday school. Furthermore, even if these were available, they 
could not adequately meet the needs of youth unless sufficient time 
were allowed for religious training. Training in religion should 
be as thorough and unified, and as continuous as s|cular education, 
if it is to produce spiritually minded citizens. With only one
i
hoiir a week for religious education of youth, the Sunday school 
cannot fulfil the*eduoatiQnjsrl responsibility of the church.
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Only one third of the children of public school are connected 
vi^th the Sunday school. Fifty percent of the enrollment is in ave/- 
ag® attentanc®. And only one in four of these -unite with the 
church, "^ere are twenty-seven million hoys and girls of public 
school age in the United States recei^ng no formal religious edu­
cation. Foj fifteen million pupils'in ^rotes't^t Sunday schools,
only twenty-four hours of study is provided each ysfty,^^ (These 
facts show that the task of religious education of Ametican youth - 
far surpasses, the possibilities of the Sunday school. It can only ' 





bem polnt.d oat. tk .tfolrt will ie now made to show their rela# 
tion to both the Sunday school and the public sohool.
B^lation of Beeh-W Schools or Hellglon to the 
S^ool. Young rightj-y says, "Week-day religious instruo- '
tion, therefore, should be an Integral part of the'educational 
program of the IndiTldual church; and its instruction should be so 
eorrolatod with Sunday Instruction, and the ojcpresslonal aotiv- ' 
Itios Of the individual church as to create a church school hav-'' 
ing Sunday and week-day sessions with provision fo'r weeklday ‘ 
aotlvities,^^ Ihis does not mean that each individual Church 
should organize a week-day school of religion. Such action would'be 
unwise. Very few individual church schoels are so equlppedV' or
Relation- Week-Day Schools -or^ .Egli-gion
The Sunday and Public Schoolh.
g! Sobpol Methods; p.3(Church" Sohoor lie the -p .11
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p®saess sufficient finances t® ^provide sul'tabl®' etiuipment fon-'-SUch 
a'snhool*. Furthermore, -untLef'-presnet (aonditioms it would he di'f-? 
flpult, if no't irapossihle, to find a tthurch'School with a trained 
and efficient staff, such as is necessary if the religious edc- 
cation of youth is to he properly guided, ' Su<^ schools should he 
co-operative, community schools of religion. |t‘ is true, Eompp 
Catholics and Jews* cannot he* ^expected-deflni'6^y“ctx) icooperate *y#ith 
Protestants in the organization of these schoolsj hut, hpth Catho­
lics and Jews- are:^ as a rule, ready to wnrk toward the estahlish- 
ment of week-day religious education, ' ^ a
In some c'ommunities a step in 'the direction of week-day- re­
ligious instruction has been taken in the form of daily ifaSation 
Bihl® schools, ThQse schools are generally community organized,• 
and nice conducted ddring sparetimo. or vacation p'e'ridds, -Consider- 
ahl© work has been- done by the'se schools, in gsCtherlng children to­
gether for religious teaching and expression, and supervised play, 
who otherwise would spend their leisure time in -undirected pursuits 
in the .city streets. But, at best, daily*-vacation schools are 
limited in their scope and inflnence^ Nevertheless, they may bg 
mad® a logical fbrerunner of the -regular week-day school of re­
ligion, But, if effective work is to he done by the Church school, 
it must hafe a unified, closely correlated program ^for both Sunday 
and Week-day schools, The fact that the Sunday session may be con^ 
ducted by the individual Churches does'not mean that the ^community 
week-day school program cannot be closely related to the Sunday 
program, ^
Relation of the Y/eek-day Schobls of -Religion' to -the
Jis soon as the church begins- to organize-
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weelc-day schools it faces the ]^|30'blem of finding suitable hours 
for instructiorir There hhe two courses open to the church*
EiQy conduct its sessions eithSr before or after school hoursiBut, 
to’ follow this course means lenj^thening the actual school-day of 
the pupil,* thereby decreasing his hours of recreation* This is 
not wise* Then,tOo, religious instruction should not be relega­
ted to Sparetime' or periods of fatigue# The church has & right “Co 
the pupil at such times when his mental and physical capacities 
are alert and Vigorous. .
ihis means that the church should be given a Jj^ou.tion of the'' 
regular school time for religious instruction* But before the 
public school can consent to this it must know that such inStruc-^ 
tion will have the same standards as the insturction given by the 
public school* It must be -assured that the request -for school time 
is as axpression of a community felt need* Hence^ Week-day re- 
ligious schools should’ be coramtmity schools* They should have 
equipment equal, if not superior, to that of the public school*
The teachers and supervisors must be th’ordughly trained in the 
field of religious pedagogy. The. discipline must be of the same 
standard as in the public schools* Furthermore, the churches 
must convince the public school Board that the religious'schools 
are assured such financial support as will guarantee permanency.
When the ehurbhes provide such^schools, there is little
doubt that the public school Boards v/ill grant school time for
religious intruction* Miller says, that "The American ppople
have come to feel that the task of raiigious education i‘s-tgp'Ho
the churches, and "that they_jDUght to be given a fair chanUe fo
do th4ir part#'He*-further p-oints 'out that as a rlile the public 
1# Making the Old Sxinday School hew* p*96
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aohopl Boards ars moro than ^eady *o. onoperata.
But how ™oh tine ahould the, puhlto aohool gpant to tho 
ohuroh for the religlona ednoatlon of young people? Thla will 
ispond largely upon local oondltlona. The ,^p.ent. the etaff, 
and the eStent of the a.tandarized ourrloulum of the weeh day 
soBoola Of religion. Will j.aye ™oh to do with aolylng thla pyo- 
We», Ip. ao»e. .oot^unitiea.one. houy a weeh for .eaoh_group of pu­
pils would ter the reaouroes of the ohuroh. m other co^unitlea
more time oould be well utni<7ort 'Pt, jllized, ihe degree .to which public opin­
ion in the conimunity is aroused to the need wm
une need, will be another fac­
tor to be eonsidered, ^n faof tnonwr i^ local oircumstancep must, be
considered^ "Nevertheless fha t u? ',, rtBelesa, the writer feels that religious instruo
tlon oannot hare its greatest effeot unless it is as oontlnuou'a '
as secular sduoatlpn. This peans that the. thing .for which tho
church school should aim is at ioai,+ -u, is at IpaPtoi^e hppr day foy the pur-r
poae Of religious education. It is trpe, this will not readily 
por saslly he attained, hut it ie the conditions that should pre- 
• is the Ideal toward which, the. ohuroh should work- 
as task Of the ohuroh, therefore, is ,tp organise a syste. 
week-day schools of religion, espeoiallly of high school grade ' 
a sahll have a program closely related to the Sunday prograa 
pot so edfioiently and soientifioally conducted as to he worthy’ ,
^ P on Of regular school time.. Such- a sys.tem, Perguson 
porn a out. educational emphasis that is
question now arises, ^Vhat shall enter into the curriculum of such 
schools? The curriculum is the organized educative agency of the 
school. It consitutes more than the lesson taught during the Sun­
day session, or during the week-day sessions. It includes, as
Butt points out, '’all the organized educative influences brought
1to bear upon the child through the agency of the school.” This 
means that it includes not merely instruction, but also the wor­
ship and the expressional activities of the church school as they 
relate themselves to preparing the lesson or c'Irrying it into 
practice.
It was noted in the preceding 
chapter that the content of the curri­
culum depends upon the stated end ao-
1. The Aim of the 
Curriculum
cepted aim. The aim of the curriculum always governs the content. 
Classical curricula aimed to produce culture. V/hen the aim of 
education broadened to include training in contracts with a 
physical environment, the curriculum came to include the physical 
sciences. In like manner, the changing of'the' emphasis to social 
training brought in the so&ial sciences. So, too, in the field 
of religious education, the aim of the curriculum v/ill govern what 
goes into it, as well as the emphasis made in its use. 
a. To provide means of r^ligtuus training. The fundamental 
aim of all teaching and of curriculum building must be the develep- 
ment of the pupil. It is the pupil, not subject matter that is 
taught. It is true, much material must be learned by him if he 
is to be educated religiously. The real aim, however, is not to 
1. The Curriculum of Religious Bducation.p»£59
teach the pupil material, 'but to use materials of various types 
for the purpdse' of his religious training.
Speaking of the Church school, Frayser says,"Here is to be 
worked out the ppdblem of that fbfm* of mora'l^and religious edu-r 
cation which ahall prepare the individual to meet the demands of 
the twentieth century, as in no other organized group ^of- Christians 
in the oomplex system of to-day,"^ And this it true of the church 
school as the term connotes both the Sunday and the v/eek-day 
schools.
The adolescent is as vitally in need of religious training to 
prepare him for participation in the life of a democracy as he Is 
in need of secular training. In fact, it is more important that 
the great potentialities for religious grov.th be developed at 
this age than the capacities -for grov/th in Intelligpnce • The 
curriculum of the secondary school i6f religion must be the agency 
by which religious growth and development is produced* It is the 
tool of the religious educator by which character is trained, 
t. To supplement the work of the Sunday School, 'The curriculum 
of the secondary school of religion must supplement the (iurriculura 
of the Sunday school. As a result of limited ti®e, equipment-and 
the lack of trained teachers, the curriculum of Sunday school has' 
been narrowed down to one phase of its real purpose; instruction. 
And the instruction given has been confined almost entirely to 
Biblical material. The curriculum must include much more than 
Biblical material. It must reach out into the larger^field of life"§s 
experiences; and, drawing from these sources, present to the 
student a broader, richer means of religiousoddducation than* is 
1. The Sunday School and Oitize'nshio. p,£5
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possible in the- Sunday session of the school. It also must allow 
for the expression of those religious truths that form the dis­
tinct contribution of the instruction. It is impossible for the 
narrow curriculum of the Sunday■-school to provide adequate train­
ing for the -adolesaent. touth must have continuous training in 
religion if his training is to be of real serylce to him. It is 
Impossible for'vthe Influence of the Sunday school to carry over 
into the week with the potency that is necessary to control con­
duct. Tha teaching and training of the church school should be 
such as will have constant tfeouch with the life of young people.
0* To__Supplement the Curriculum of the Public Schools. It
has been shown that religion cannot be taught in the public schools 
Ethics may be taught, portions of the Bible may be read, or special 
emphasis laid upon the elhical implications of such studies as 
literature and history. But beyond this,, the public school ought 
not to go. If, then, the education of- the adolescent' is tro be ' 
such as will produce Christian citizens the religious Element must 
be provided by the Church throxigh the curriculum nf its schools. 
And this., not merely on Sunday, but thmpghuut the v/eek, by means 
of a correlated program of-religious education, gfhus the curricu- 
Ixim o± secondary schools of religion may systematically supply the 
religious element v/hich is necess-arily lacking in the curriculum 
of the public high school.
The Curriculum of 
Secondary Schools of Religion,
s) mv n ^ ^ curriculum is2. The Curriculum of
the organized agency by 
which the churcli school 
seeks to train the pupil in religious living. Its aim’' is the 
development -of Christian character, dnd the expression of that
t
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character in Christian concLuct«L This "being the aim, it is essen­
tial that the content of the curriculum he such as will make pos­
sible the fulfillment of its purpose. The curriculum should em­
brace the three phases of the religious program;^namely worship, 
instruction and expression, H^nce,, it "must be as broad and rich
in scope- as the needs of the individual for ni^ure, contsctp^and
1activities are multi-form in their complexity," At its pore will 
be Biblical material, but it will reach out-into extra-Biblical 
fields for .materials -that are valuable to the religious develop­
ment of yopng people^ A study will now be ma^espf the studies that 
should be given a place in the curriculum,
a. The_Sible S’or the i'rptestant the Bible holds a \inique
place of authority. It is the basis of his faith. Hence, it gQ$B 
Without •saying, that in a Pratestant church school of any type. WJiat- 
ever- the Bible will be at the core of the curriculiim. Hot that the 
Bible shall be an end in itself, as it has too often- been^ but 
that it shall be a means to an end—religious living. The Bible 
is the product of religious experience, and^ it should be a means 
of experience in the lives of- young people
to-day. It is a record of the experiences of the Hebrevvs, of their 
struggles, trials -and temptations* It presnets the evolution- of a 
people. But more than this, it is an expression ef the faith, 
the, hopes, the aspirations of these people in the midst of these 
experiences. It preaassts the history of -^esus and the early spread 
of the -gospe-1. It also expresses that spirit that has ever since 
been the dynamic p-f religious life,_ "The Bible must always be the 
great' source book for religious inspiration. It tells the story
----r-------- ------------------•,--------- --------------
1, Betts; The Curriculum of Religious Education. p,£40
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o£ how men live4 their lives i-n the presence of Godj of how n&t 
tionS' arose and ujider the all~se§ing Qje of ‘^ehovah*”^ -.iiid
yet-, the: religion^ edncatQr mupt hear, iij mind the fact that all 
the Bihlfi is not -of ^egual value, eBpepialJ-y. for the r-eligiops 
training of yonth* The pupil .tn the seispn4ary sg]ioo1 of religion 
is an adolescent with peculiar needs of that period;# Selection 
must he made ,of material applicable to the needs of the pupii;^ - 
h'* The Life of Christ. For the Christian the Bihle is the
supreme hook, ¥et, it is such because it presents the supreme 
personality pf history Jesus Christ, fle is not only the central 
character of the Bible', he is the -penter o^’ the fpith aud hppss^- 
of the Christian, whose religious life is built upon Him, In him 
man finds the clearest vision of the character of God. In Christ 
i‘s known, as- a; Fathpr, iove 4-S revealed as the- dominant fac­
tor in-His dealings with man. In Christ are- foun< t_he_hi^hest 
ideals of life ever,expresses, Jesus taught as ^ne having author­
ity, Se spake as none other .Spake, "^et it is not his authority 
ner the uniqueness of his message that makes him attractive# It is 
the strength, and bpauty of ,hls character^ the loftiness of his 
ideals; bis- abundant faith in God and |.n man;_ his compassionate 
interest in man and desire to serve man, and his serene confidence 
in the supremacy of his principles, that win for-hipi- the supreme 
place in the life- 635 the Christian'^
In these aspects.he must be presented to the- adolescent# {Che 
pupil at this period of his life needs and apprec^iated the touch 
of- such -a character. He is now shaping his ideals, that shall-^uide 
and control hie life. In Jesus Christ he finds these. Entering &
1, Afhearn; {Che -Church .School. ,-p,188
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new w.orld of experience, when old loyalties "break onow ones
f ' ^ *
are not yet formed, and a^ a time when misnnderstanding expresses 
the rautnal attitude "between himself and the wo:rld, he needei the 
influence of Christ’s faith in Gpd and in man. Altruistic, he will 
find in ^hri^t the great examples of altrulsm^,nnd devoted service* 
And, as he comes really to face the pro"ble'ms life with the con­
flict between good and ,evil, the study of the principles of Christ 
ist*s life and of his strong faith in their supremacy, will go far 
in tiding him. over his difficulfies , Jesus Christ must "be the 
central personality of the eurrijculum*
The Apofetolic ■^erlod. The religious educator must pre-^
sent Christ as the supreme character of all history. But he must 
hear in mind that when he has presented Christ as he lived among 
men he has only revealed one side of his great life. There has 
been too great a tendency to present Christ merely from the stand 
point of his earthly life. The adolescent has not been led su^** 
ficiently to appreciate the Spiritual Christ as a mighty dynamic 
in the worlds
J|ot only must the Jesus of the Gospels be presented, there 
must also be set forth the Christ of the early church. There is no 
more fascinating and heroic period in the history of Christianity 
than the apostolic period. Christ was, as before, presnet, But his 
presnnce took, as it does to-day the fprm of a living Spiritual 
power within mwn, doing a greater and broader work than was pos­
sible to the incarnate Christ, The adolescent, reaching out for 
ideals as expressed in personal life, .and activity, should have 
presimted to him these spirit-filled and heroic characters. Their 
lives-and-works, sliould'find, a place--in the religious eduuation 
■Of youth.
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d. Bilale Geography. The teaching of the Christian re**
ligion is to a large extent historical teaching. And, whenever 
history is taught either past history or current history, geog*t 
japhJj^'inuBt also he taught* V/ith time orientation there must also
Ji. ' -mr *he orientation of place* ^ence, for the pupil rightly to appreci- 
ate not only the founding of Christianity, hut also many of th© 
acts and sayings of its Founder, he must know th^land of its 
hirhh* This phase of religious instruction has been sadly neglect­
ed, In the public schools geography forms an important part of the 
curriculum. In the church schools its place has been minor.
The adolescent is deeply interested in other peoples and other 
lands. He loves the idealistic, the romantic, the unfamiliar. If 
properly taught, the geography of the Holy land of the period of 
the early Christian Church will grip hts imagination, fascinate
thim, and stir wi'-thin him a deeper interest in the message of Him 
who lived among such scenes,
e. Music. Art and the Great fiymns. The adolescent period
is an age of imagination* It is a time when the love of the beau­
tiful is strong* The soul responds to the inspiring and lofty. It 
upreaches to the great, the noble, the tWn«. It is an age of aspir- 
ation and worhsip. And there are no more effective means of wor­
ship than the masterpieces of music and art, and the soul-stirring 
hymns of the Christian faith. In speaking of art in religious edu- 
cation^ Bette says, it "has been one of the chief forms of re­
ligious expression and at the same time one of the chief stimuli
to religious feeling and observance."^ And of music. Walker says,
1* The Curriculum-of, Eeligious Education. p.212
»»lfusic is the handmaid rel-igionr* hecahse i't more clearly re-, 
veals the truth contained in the- words to which it is set t,han^ th® 
words themselves when they are merely spelren*®^ "Art in general, 
and music especially, puts man in a frame .of mind and mood to per*- 
eeiye -spiritual truth and ^ives him s .medium through -which he can 
express'himself in love of God and fellowmgn'as he can in no other 
way." Thasc means of worship are. the expression of Christ- 
stirred souls, and the fact they "have "been wrought out of at^tual 
human experience gives to them the great power whioh they undopbt- 
lyexert upon the hearts of men^"® Shall not the '-hunch lead youth 
to appreciate their he^uty, to sense the touch of the gre4itsBo.uls 
that are hack of them, and to feel the spiritual significance of- 
their message? It must do so. These have had a place in the cur- 
riculuia of the chprch school, hut ,must he given a larger place, 
f* Christian Ethics^ - . / But .Christianity -is more than- e^perl- 
enpiB, whether of others or of self. It is experience deep and 
strong. It is also a thing of contacts. Life is personal*..Th®. in­
dividual is a person living in a world of persons*^ The Christian 
relitgion is concerned with personal .and social relations. It may 
ti® mystical; it must he ethical. The heart may he .stirre,d vath 
great emotions. To haTEeyvalue, these emotions must find their ex­
pression in religioup lining, in right contacts. ,
because -of this fact, the church school thr,ough its unified 
Sunday and-week-day program for the adolescent, must give a place 
in it-s curriculum :^or qhristian ethics. At a time when h.e first, 
faces liTe in its larger aspects ,h^ .should h® taught these ha.sia 
principles of practical Christian liying. .The Church week-day
school, sessions are "sessions concerned both with acquiring 
1* Better Music in .Our"CHurgEesIuI'ES"*' ^ .
'2* Harper.Church Musfeo and Whr-shit). ~V.4L - 3^ ^Ic-e^. _Gne hundred and One Hymn Supples, p.5
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iilformaljion feiid translatij% i-JitJnto We ‘should -learn and
'prsadtice the ethical impl'i-cations -(if the- gospel of ‘^esus Christ.
-Church school may-make him-a good churchman, if it sO desires, 
hut ‘it must huild up ‘within him a true senere^f his relationship 
’with hl’s fellO‘wmeh, -alid an active- donsciousness of the ethical 
principles that “are 'haic in these relationships*
C. Church ttibStory in the Cufricultlm of-'Sgoondary
•-Schools or Religion
In- the study of the curriculum- of secondary schools of re­
ligion already made there ’haa been shown the place that varioh® 
■studies should holi* Consideration will he given now' fo- the place 
that' church history should have in the curriculum of such sdhools 
In the previous chapter, it has heeh pointed out that church his- 
*tory cannot he taught in the public schhols. Hence, if it is to he 
taught at all, it must'he taught hy the ch'urch in its schools of 
religion*
li The Youth must he taught more than thh
political, military and economic accomplishments of the race*. He 
mhst he ma'de -acquainted' with the kioral and religious growth that 
ofrms a very large and important p*art of the advancement of the' 
race. Ihi'a can only he brought about by a„;study of the history 
of the Christian church. Thus, it J^c©Bn®hll>it!6li^_t:*hiia3Sigt3fchh 
courses Of study in the Church school there h® a^'prace fOr the 
history of the QhriStian Church.
a. It ..Is- a jROaor-d df -the Growth of the Christian Church. ' Church
history’ means- more than a history of the groivth of the church as
an institution. And', yet, evencah such, it has a vital cOntri-
h-ution to mak@' to the rgligiqus_iife -of ycung people. To a large 
1* Chalmers., A Church School Program , p.l50
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degree^ it is to an institution to w^iich tlie life is tifd up in 
churoh 13181113ership* it is the copcrete emhodiment of those abstract 
ideals for which the church stands» He^ic®, It, is, essential that 
youjag people, befpr^e linking up their lives to such a^n organiza­
tion, should know something of its origin, the methods of its 
growth, its .struggles, its evolution, in a word its history.
The adolescent should bat Jiaught to ap^reciate'^e essent,^!. unity 
oi the Church throughout the c^enturies since it's founding. In his 
study of JtihS^poS^o3:;ih period he sees the founding of the Church.
In his study of mQdern Qhuitch enterpri'lea he -meets the church as 
it is to-day. ^ut,. the period intervenipg .is, as a rule, a great 
gap' from which there come often only ehhoes of great religious 
disturbances and conflicts^ hittle has been done to give youth a 
vision of the churph as an institution that has come through the 
storms of dispute and turmoil, having its weaknesses and making 
its riistakes, but ever rping^ining the bearer of religious light 
to the world about it. i’roperly to appreciate the value of the 
church in the world to-day, and the value of linking his life up 
with it, the .yoxmg person must hye a knowledge of the work and 
influence ofi the Christian church during the cnuturies since fts 
founding.Betta says,”if we desire to cultivate loyalty and in­
telligent church-inanship thi*oggh our church school curriculum, we
V
must somewhere in it present the church as an ingjEttution worthy 
of the admiration, loyalty, and support of its members.“^ 
b. An 4-oeount of the great Ri^ligious Movements. Furthermore,
church history should be taught because it presnets an accoimt 
pf the great religious movements that have been at wprk during 
1* The Curricuium of Religious Education, p.458 ^
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tfe§ centuri'^* These movements have come out from the churcii, yet 
have been mightier than any infetfiltithoigi couia. aver be. Human ad- 
vancemeni has been due, hot to political"and military movements, 
but to those grea^ mipnal and religious movements that “h|cve had 
their origin within the church#
If one would understand the religious development of the race, 
he must understand the'forces which'have made'^j^seible that de­
velopment. If one v/ould rightly apprecifeteiJbhe church, even aS 
an institution, he mu'st understand the influences and forces that 
have gone out from it ih the past, and that have changed the whole 
character of hihhan sbciety# The history 6f the 'ChufcH Is'more than 
an account of religious struggles. It is an account of supreme and 
tcemendously powerful victories. The religious growth of the race 
has been a series of ebbs’ and flows; but, with each flow man has 
bSen carried to higher ground. It is essential that young people 
Should study these great movements and forces that have so might! " 
ily influenced the race. These are to be found only in a study of 
the history of the Christian church.
0. An account of-^the ^reat Religious heddefs-. " ‘The* history of 
the church is largely the history of great religious leaders. All 
religious forces springs from the souls of men. To appreciate 
either the church as an institution or the greit movements that 
arose within the church, one must Understand' those great lives in 
which the forces Were bUrhi History is largely the study of great 
men and their influence Upon the race. RecogMzing this fact, the 
public schools in teaching history build it up around gneat 
loaders. The difficiilty is that the leaders around whom secular 
history is built are of the political and mili'^ry type. Thus
jfe.
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there is a ohallenge to the Chrletlaa ohhroh to -preseht thoeo 
great moral and religlohs leaders la hletor-y* la Oope pointa oat, 
"Sor the yoang . history is mediated throagh great llTes. It is 
trae, it may lose solentiflo aooataoy. hat if breathes a living
Spirit. It reveals the personalities, the motiyes; the spirit that 
have made progress possible."^
Ifoung people, especially daring the early adolescent years, 
are in the idealistic stage oi development. They are trying to 
■lay hold Of ideals and principles aroand uhloh they can baild 
their lives and shape their oondaot. At this time rhe most power­
ful Ideal is that which finds expression in personal life. They 
do not worhsip the heho; they do worship-his heroism. The youth 
needs the Impulse of otherelivos who have faced. ..Ithoat wavering, 
the supreme straggles of religious life and come throagh vlotot- ’ 
ioas. The study of these personalities will stir within him high 
resolve, a love of moral and religious oonoaest rather than mill- '
tsry. and a profound faith in. and thyalty for. those principles 
for xvhich the Christian ohuroh has stoodi
.Interpretation-of irre-senf Pa.y Jnfluenn^R , 
polhted out in the previous chapter, present problems are solved 
largely in the light of past arpprlenoe.But when that experlenoe 
ia not ^uffloleht.. the individual turns to^ the experiences of 
others who have a -similar problems, As yopng people during- their 
High sehobl- yearmsare suddenly plunged into a world of new and 
■perplexing probleds. they need the lessens of much e^erlenoe.
®hese theyc. db'not themselves possess. They may also turn to 
those Who have l-iv.d -in the past. The Infl-uenoe of oonteb^orary 
lives without doubt is by_far_th_e_stronger. B^t there are many 
■g<^'acation for DemoQr».nv- p.i7i......
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things that, young people oannot and do not learn from the ex- 
p^ripnoes of thelf oonten»oraries. Robl;iaon says-, we should study 
the past, "not teouase the past-would furnlsl} precedents of oon- 
dnot, hut heoause our ponduot wojjld hp based upon a perfect oom.- 
prehension of existing conditions founded upon a perfect know­
ledge of the past.»l The problems of one age ar^Tittle differ­
ent in essentials from, those of other ages. It is tnue, great 
lives must not be oopl.ed; yet, the motlTes, the idoals, the prin­
ciples, the spirit that inspired and impelled these lives are 
perennial. They are the principles that in every age will solve 
similar .problems. If youth is to. have the benefit of the.aooumu- 
lated experience of, the race to aid him in understanding and solv­
ing his religious problems, he must know the lives which in a
very .special v.ay, have faced, and trulpphed over, these same 
diffioulties.
What amount of. time shall, he 
given in the curriculum to the 
teaching of church history? This
question pap he answer-ed satis? 
factorily only after a study of the place qf history,- from the
standpoint of time, in the curriculum of the public schools,' 'and
after consideration has been given to the various oth,r courses
in the ourrlculum of the schools qf religion. These studies will 
now he made.
”^6i°.yaatot)bhe^ldpssbhoi>ilis. The table given on page 18 
Bhows the period prescriptions according to dep^rteebts for the 
high schools of dJ;e7_en_r_epresentatlv_e_oifies. AcoorWng to this
.tl?hp Mevi Histhry .p. gl" ~




tatle, the average hiSfcoi^y prego.i?i.ptiOn amounts to thirteen per­
cent of the total prescriptions'. When there is added to these at 
least one-third of tfce electives in history the average amounts 
to at least 15 percent of the total courses given. This means, 
in terms of periods .that in the cities stAdied, history is 
taught on an average four periods a week.
On this hasis, to give similar consideration to church his­
tory in SQBondary schools of religion, there ^ould he at least 
one period a week, i’his ratio, of course is based upon the prin- 
ciple of daily rel|:gious instruction. Wh§n the week-day program 
is correlated with the secondary program it will mean that hh*e 
child will reveice religious education in periods of at least 
fifty minutes each week. One of these should be alloted to church 
history.
b. Other courses In the Curriculum. There must also be coh-
sidered in the allotting of time to church history, the other 
courses in the curriculum. As pointed out above, the Qhurch school 
must give a place to study of the Bible, the life of Christ, the 
Apostolic Period, Bible geography, ^usic Art,the .Great hymns, and 
Christian ethics. Shis does not mean that a separate period each 
week must be devoted to each to these. Several of them may well
4be stressed in the program of the regular S\inday session. So others 
there may be given a special period during the Vi/eek.
For,instance, for the present, worship, music and art and 
hymns may continue to share the'Sunday session with instruction. 
But, with, regulaig week-day religious instruction, a great deal 
larger place should be given to the program of worship during the 
Sunday session, ^t is-not enough simply to develop the inteliecf
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ual Bide of the child hut the feeling Side, tQO, must have its 
attention*”^ In fact, worship coul^ well he made the central part 
of the Sunday program. Undoubtedly, as wee^-day religious instruc­
tion is developed, the Sunday sessions 7/ill rightly tend to become 
real services of worbhlp, in which the young pe'^^le v/ill find a 
largSr opportunity for religious expression, and for training as 
leaders in the Church, It is true, worship must accompany in­
struction; hut during the week-day, periods, little time can he 
Allowed for whrship in the real sense, i^ence^ the Sunday session 
can well he made the service in which worship is the supremelthing."1 *4 *** ♦
In this service may he gathered up, in a sense, the impressions 
and instruction of the week, into a deeply religious expression 
through v/orship. Such a worship service is impossible under the 
pre^pnt, one hour a week program of the church. This does not rae^ 
that there will he no instruction during the Sunday session, There 
will still he a large place for the study of the life and teachings 
of Christ, the ^Id Testament and the Apostolic period, i^ut the 
chief emphasis could well he placed upon worship and esqjression, 
while instruction would findchhief place during the week,
Betts^ is right in saying that the ^ihle and the' Life of 
Christ should hold central place in weeki-day religious instruction. 
At least two periods a week should he devojd’d to these. One period 
a week should he spent with great value in the study of the geo­
graphy and conditions of life in Biblical and early Christian 
times. Following this. Study, there should he a study of the re­
ligious and social- conditions^the lands of present day mission 
enterprises.-- There sho.ulda j^s^^he .-one-period each week for the
1, Shaver,, “A Survey of Week-Day Religious Education in 
Y/eek-Bay Religious Education. p.l8 §*Gurriculum of Rgligious Education.
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study of Christian e^hioa. Thus is application of tha principlas 
of Jesus Christ to the everyday problems and conduct of the in­
dividual, and of society* The weakhass of society does not lie 
in an ignorance of the principles of Christian conduct, but in a 
lack of application of these principles, ^outh must be taught to 
live these things in actual lifey. Shaver poinjLS out that one 
great weakness revealed in the study of present week*-day schools 
is that "The issues of to-day are in the majority of the schools 
ignored*”^
Finally, there should be One hour each week in which church 
history should be taught* As pointed out previously in this 
chapter, it is of great importance that the youth should be acqu­
ainted with the history of the church* •^‘ ot only does it link the 
pred^t with the past, but in it are met those great lives and 
influenqes that have made possible the presnet, and by which the 
present alone can ba rightly understood* At least one period 
each week throughout the high school years is none to much to de­
vote to such an important study*
1* Week-day Religious Education. p.51
SHIPTEB III
OHUBCH HISiOBY- TN QtlBBICDTJTM.
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CHURCH HISTORY IR THE CURRICULUM.
V^at portion Of history sLall taugLt to pupils of
Mgh aohcol erala In tha waai-aay ralieioua achoola. With onl. 
ona hear a woeh fan church history it win he necessary elicinhte 
sraa deal of the material availahM. Two fects should he Sept
Will”! organizing the aatertal. The chronological
Slvc Place to the P^yoj^ological^-eiectlon and^rganization'of 
-t-al and the study oT hdStory. as Sachsl points out. should he 
continuous throughout the years oT secondary schools. This should
Ihis dT'' "
! d f. ac earliest will he hiographical. Pollowingthhhs will he
Of followed by a philosophical study
of church hiStcry. ^
A.* Biography,
During the early yers of the high school period the study of
s ory should he hiographical chiefly Sup«v
Speaking of these inter-
-diat, yeas Athearn says the study should ^Consist h^rghlyeof
. Mographies of Bihle characters, and other great .en . T 
werp ^ ’ great men and women who
is h ^»P«l3e.-^ The hut^ papt of „an
the "TV”' -- “'“•--s
the contacts, and the higher in quality th
quality these contacts are' thp
more truly htpan and seeial does the .o ,
cuggests that ■ rs ““ggests that, there should be touch with th^ t i




'Ih© youth during early adolesceno© is seeking new ideais •
Previous to this time he has worshipped tiie hero. Uow he worships
* ^
heroism. But the virtues must he personalized to he effeativ@.”Per^
sonal influence and* example are more catching than abstract prinpip
1 ^ ciples.” The same emphasis is made hy Peace_J.n ”An Outline of a
Bihle School, i'urricului^:.'*^ The most effective approach to the study 
of church history during the first two years of "the high school per­
iod Is the hiographical. This is recognized hy modern leaders in 
educational method as Mackie^ points out.
The most natural beginning of the 
l,s The Appratles. . s ^ '
hiographical study will he with the Apost- 
les. Among them are found the first and greatest lives of the his­
tory of the Christian church. !The study of the Apostles should i:^«» 
elude all of whose work anything is definitely .known. Stephen , 
Philip, John will each find a place in the study. Then,too, Peter 
is always a souros of gret interest. Stephenson laments the fact 
that, "Unfortunately for our purpose wh have nothing recorded in 
Acts save, detehhed and isolated statements touching the work of 
Peter.He was a man working behind the scenes, yet working effec­
tively for his Lord. His impetuous, courageous and active nature 
will have its strong influence upon the youth.
fBut especially, should the apostle Paul find a large place in
the study of the Apostolic period. He is the Apostle pre-eminent.
Hayes says "Jesus founded the faith, hut Paul was the Apostle of its
universal conquest." And Peabody says of this great character,
1. lieii^., Method in History.p.265 
£. p>839
Mucatl-on- Dd^iW Adolesd~ehce‘p.141
4. The.'hisfory'of Christianity.p.7g5. Paul, and His lipistle, p27
ttat otheY figure iu Mufoyy le -uu. muyeWett. uo masterful, so
modern, as this eutl«ug traveller, this persuasive ors«ur, ’jhis
suBtle reasoner, this Indooltable, fearless,enduring man."^ Paul
Should .dertainlp-find 'a large-place in-the..study of the early Ohrle- 
tian Church* *
The. Church Another group of great lives is
known aff tha Church others. It in- 
eludes those spirlt-fll-led^ men who carried on the worh of .evange­
lising the world after the apostles had passed from the soenei .Ihese 
»on represent Ueileadere of the Christian ehu-roh from the close of 
the Apo»tollo days to nhe-German...ihvasfon that onlimlnatw.in -the 
destruction of Rome, it is during this period of perseoWions .that
he most heroic spirit of the Chnroh is seen. Sohaff says of these
persecutions that the ChiiTfiVi jthe Church Offered no reaM#ance, "hut the moral
eroism of suffering and .dying eMhhe, trhth.v^
BOUIS are met by the adoleseent in the :eourse of studytng' this 
period, they stir up within hifi a oourpge and a loyalty to the 
right that .has a strong influence upon his life.,
Ihe first Of these great characters is Clement of .Come, he is 
eanerally supposed to have had very intimate ooutaot with Peter in 
Borne. He was martyred in A.D.Ps. Poliowing Clement in the line of 
-rtyrs semes Ignatids of Antioch. Ho youth can Study such a life 
and such a choice of.martyrdom, when eshape was possible, without 
reeling gs an-impuiss to high resolve anfl Virt-hin.
the Wild h ve and-hOble purpose.He died amidst
beasts at Home A.D.nv., heoanss is refused to deny, his- ■
Christ. Stephenson says "■Th_e_vloW =f Ohrletiauity was won in no
Bm&ll degree by the spl^epdld oodugge and invincible 'endurance- of 
the<long roll ©f martyrs of.^hiOh Ignatius was the most shining' 
emampl^."^ - ^
Then,there is Bdl^carp, whom Usher quotes as saying when he ^ 
was condemned to_ the stake,”* Eighty and siz years have I serlred him 
and he hath dOn® me nothing but good^ Hgv/ could i. curse him my- Lord 
and imy Sat:iour.‘”.And ‘Austin Martyr the gre^t tegcher and. writer 
in Rome whose conversion was strangely.beautiful and, appealing, and 
whose death-was the fyuit of hia courageous .loyalty to his Christ* 
Both 3 oa'ontemporary and follower of ^uetin was Irenaous,. whom Walke? 
desohibes as "the great defender of Christianity agginst-.heresies#"
He, too, paid the supreme price of his faith. JSor were all the herOfea 
of the faith in Europe and Asia. Across the Mediterranean in Rorth 
Africa iA CArthage was the great Tertullian the apologist of Christi-? 
anity, a man of deep convictions, or ascetic- by nature. And, a little 
later, in the- same city came Cyprian who "stood broldly forth and suf­
fered as a martyr by beheddi^."^
Th®n„too, Alexandria gave the great Origan, a master teacher, 
who was imprisoned and most brutally tortured^ and who died aa a 
consequence of the -cruelties he had undergono. Ror could any study of 
the’ early church be complete without including the great .Augustine 
in whom Walker says "the anoient church reaches its highest religious
5attainment since p^postolic times," Augustine atends at the close 
of the .EArly Church period, and at the entering .in of the Darfe ages 
during which the q:|ligiauS fire of the early churchssmtiuldered and all 
1.'
2. History of the Christian Chureh^--■p.48 
J5» ShUrch nistory.'Pt6b 
dbilbid ’ , . p.'Vq
5. History , of the Christian Church. p.l76
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"but became extinct, i^e Spoke with a-'Voice that resounded down thr­
ough the centurie's -as^ authoritative* He hhcame the father’ of the­
ology that has’ ever since' dominated in nO small degree the relig'ious 
thinking of Europe. These aire hut the outstanding-tTf a lond line H)f 
faithful ones vrHo counted it a privilege to die furing the age of 
persecutions-for their ,faiths The study of such heroic characters 
should make a-Valuable contribution to the re'ligidus interest, ent i 
thusiasm hnd loyalty- of the- adolescent. They- should find an import­
ant place in the study of the history of the.early church.
With the fall of Rome and the over- ' 
running-of" Europe hy the-Germani-p .hordes, 
was ushered in the Dark Age’, when Christian 





to prevail throughout Western T^rppe. .R'^ligion became 'corrupt,edu5- 
cation almost disappeared, and chaos prevailed in the -soMal life nf 
the people. But out of this darkness sounded forth some ‘great voices
romantic bareer-'is- to h@ found- 'in Christian history than th'et- of the
in many centers of-northern Europe. And a life w'lidse Influanee was ^ 
farTreaching espeE'ially in the form of menesticisia is-Behddot of 
Ifersia, Bendiet laid at Casslno -the foundation's of* western monastic- 
ism which through its monaateries became the greatest force for edu­
cation iand-reli^0tt_ lii'^rope during the Dark Ages.The BSnedictine
i.. Hui^jimiaon.. ^he Bpraad of Christianity, p.56 
2. Vedder., Church History Handbooks. Book I. p.73-
r
Chureli. At tlie close i&f the sixth century ^^ppe Gf^e^ry* the- Great
stands out as the imspirer of missioffai-y enterprises of Brita‘in*.It
. ^
was he- who «ent Augustine, tlie influence «f'whose life and praashing
‘S' . ^
was so great that- -'’within a- pantu’ry England' was nominally dhriS- 
tianiged.*”^ A. li%;le later BoMfaee, stirred,by missionary zeal set 
out for Germany'td Spread the gospel. -Hutchuison says "Of these 
apostles to the ^Germans art Engliah ■menk'Boniface was the ' Gjpeatest
Ambng these great Benefactors of the Baos',tia^gh not. a church­
man, whd Chhriemagnel Ee‘ ‘^easily stands out as one of the greatest 
figures" of all history4® With Alcmin he Became the great reformer 
of the monasteries and of the church of the Bark Ages. There was, 
as a contemporary of these, the Verterahle Bede who "was the first 
native‘English scholar, the father of English .theology and church 
historyEqr must one fo|*gpt .Bernard of Clairvaux. v/hom Walker calls 
"the^ greatest'religious‘force of his'age'and,‘hy common consent deed­
ed One‘-of the chief of medieval saints. The first preacher of his 
age and one of-the greatest of all ages.”^ A little la ter came 
Frano'is of Assisi who "vowed to live a life of poverty hence forth, 
and devoted himself to'works* of chrity'and mercy.He hecEsme the 
founder of -the., great order of Bfartelsoane. Therp was also Dominic, 
who refused'even Bishoprics in his "zeal for liis liii'ssion^of preaching. 
He in 1-216, foun'dad-the Dominican Order whiah has indluded in its 
ranks some of -the great'est religious- leadt'rs of history.
1. IBid p.76
The Spread of Christianity, p.39
■S. G^BBerley,. A Brief ijistory of Education, p.77
4, Sehaff., History of the‘Christian-Church. Vol.IY. P.40
5. History' of the Christian'Church, p.246
6v Vedder.. Church'^•^"story HandBooks. Vol.I.'p.lol
The Renalsanee, the intal-
4 ♦ The -ISprly Reformers ^.ectual awakening of Europe in­
fluenced not merely the euiSucationai life* had far reaching af­
fects upon the religious life, especially of ^erthern Europe. There 
were growing signs of a gre6t religious awakenings ^id, v/hile this 
in reality did not come until early in the sixteenth century,,there 
were several outstanding forerunners of the Reformation during the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries who made great contrihitions to 
the movement toward u purer faith* The first of these was Wychif 
who has' been called the Morning iJ'-^’ar of the R'^.formation* He was 
horn in Yorkshire, educated at Oxford and* became ohe of the* greatest 
sc^plars of his age.^ His deep interest in the religious life" of* his 
people Inspired him to translate the Bible into the vernacular* He 
was am eloquent preacher^ and'- showed reniarkable courage in his de­
nunciation of the s'^ils of his time, especially those of the church 
"and of mendicant orders.
Wyclif's antagonism to the papal party in England soon brought 
upon him their persecution, and the suppression of his works.These 
persecutions extended over a number of years, though with great
fearlessness he held to his course giving to his people the Bitie 
in theipr own tongue, and a hew vision of the Christ. Finally,while 
standing at the alter he was stricken. ’'His whole life had been an 
epistle, known and read of all men*”^ He had failed of the honor of 
martyrdom, not from lack of courage on his part, but thruggh the 
providence of God.
Another of these early reformers, d disciple of Wyclif was Jerope 
of Frague', who carried his teacher's writings, in great numbers to 
Bohemia and translated them*into the-common speech* In the same 
l.tithrow., BeBcon/LjglttB of fher Reformation^ p.^l
land was a contemporary, ilohji Hubs,'who also studied the works of 
y/yclif, and holdly preached his doctrines of reform. The Areh- 
hisiio’p ojf*Prague denotujded these teaching and threatened with the 
heretic's death all who'shoulS. preach them. JolparEuss continued 
fearlessly to preach against the corruptions of’ religion and the 
vices of the clergy. He was excommunicated in IftlO, tried by the 
Council of Const^ce and, ”0n July 6, 1415, he v/as condemned and 
burned, meeting his death with the most steadfast courage."-^
Pollowing these swas Savonarola of Florence who lived during
the most brilliant period of his famous 6iity. But the brilliancy
< , « I' ,was false. "Social corruption and political tyranny and trehOhery
4
flourished amid this too stimulating atmosphere. The state of the 
Church was at its very worst." The sins of church and state stiE- 
red deeply the soul of Savonarola, and fiercely he protested against 
such conditions. But to no avail. He was esfcommunicated for his 
preaching, arrested and impresoned. His tortures v/ere unspeakable. 
Filially, on the morning of May 23, 1498, he with his brave com­
panions walked to the place of doom fn the great square of the 
"Bonfire of’Vanities,"and suffered a martyr’s deaths
f. ^ ^ ,It has been said that the blood
The Reformers
of the martyrs is'^the seed of the
church. This was true of the early refomers. They had hardly pas-
* ' ^sed from the scene when the voices of the reformers of the Refor­
mation began to be heard.
The first of these was Luther who has been called the most
outstanding heio of phristendom since the days-of the Apostles.He
was the foremost actor in the greatest event of modern times. Born
I* V/alker., HiEtory of the Christian Church. p.305 
a. Withrow., B^oon Sights of the Reformation, p.75
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of very humble parentage, he Tvas in truth a man of the people .He 
was educated at Erfert where he discovered in the library arj old' 
Latin Sible. It v/as the first time he had ever seen the ^ihle in 
its ehtirety. became a diligent student of the Bible, and
though trained to practice law, he felt the call to God*s service ,
- -4
and entered an Augustimian Manastery* Soo, summoned to the chair 
ofpphiaiospjjjiy and theology at Wittenberg Uni^ei’sity, he devoted 
himself with zeal to the study and exposition'of^the Word of God* 
Steadily there grew upon him the great truth,of Paul's doctrine of 
justification by faith. A visit to Kome, where he saw the vice and 
licentiousness of the papacy, stirred him deeply. There was fast 
grwoing in his heatt a revolt against such infamy. This was finally 
precipitated by Tetzel's sale of indulgences. And on October 31,
1617 he ’’flung down the gauntlet of defianne to the spiritpal tyr-
* ^
anny of Rome, by posting his theses.on the door of the church at 
Wi11 enburg.
This challenge was itoediately taken up by the Church and the 
controversy began which culminated in the splitting of the church, 
and in religious liberty for Europe^* Pressure of every type was 
brought to bear upon him vdth a view to forcing him id retract , 
but to no avail. Fearlessly he proclaimed his allegiance to the 
truth as he saw it. Religion for him was "an immediate contact 
between the individual soul and God.“ Finally he was summoned 
for trial befone the Piet of V/orms. When asked to retract he ex­
claimed "Here I take my stand; I can do no other; God help men^
1. Withrow,, Beacon Bights of the Reformation. p.lEO 
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This wa^s .one of the greatest momentB in- the -modern history- of man. 
The spirit .eStpressed that day .soon spread35 all-or them Europe, 
filling- the hea3:t8 -of men, -stir3?±ng them to action,- hhd giving 
"birth to the religious'lihertry of millions, '“uthet, thejgroat re­
former, was spared, the martyr 's »death; "but who, espeeially the 
adolescent, can study the gr.ea-t life of conviction and action 
without "being stirred to high resolve and no"ble courage.
Another great reformer was Calvin-. At the age of fourteen he 
was sent to gollege at Paris, '“•e -proves himself a "brilliant student 
especially.-of theology and-Jiew T-SStam’eht Qfeeh- fhV death of his 
father interrupted hts xiniversity course. Bhrotly after this "be fcc- 
perienced a deep and posl't^a qonversion; and the" zeal for the truth 
of God. 130W "became the passion of his. life. He threw in his lot hith 
the Protestants ahd-"became one of the .two greatest leaders-of’the 
Reformation. Sh3?6tly aftertthis, ha was called to Geneva* to estab­
lish there a religious'" democracy. After an unsuccessful att'empt-^he 
finally succeeded, and set to work to "build up a Christian church 
that was trpth a democracy filled with a holy zeal. Geneva "became 
the school, for ref035mer8* Out ^fora^-this city want Knox, the Scotch 
reformea:. Here was "bonn that great "branch of Protestantism,Calvin- " 
ism, than which there has "been no more progressive during succe’ed*- 
ing .centuries.
■Zwilgli was* the third great reformer of Europe. Though he dOes 
not stand out as cleaxly as Author and Calvin, his life was a life 
of great influence nnd: his eontri"but-ion to Protestantism was in no 
sense small. He represents neither extt^ea as -express'ed in his 
contemporaries, ‘“‘is was a "beautiful character, and a brave soiil 
that faced the stake: for what the church- called’ heresy, but for
what he called the truth. Shere was also Knox, the courageous 
Scotch re^^ormei? who fearlessly facpd and defied his rti3ier aS Jis 
preached the gospel of reform, and "left a church that has been, one 
of the "bulwarks of Protestantism." Protestantism in all the sue-
■v , «*• ^ f ■*
oeeding oenturied."^ There should also he Included the names of 
Cranmer, J^atimer and Ridley, the English reformers♦
But the close of the Reformation
S'. !Sho Modern' Apustle- ^Period did not end the array of out-
standing Christian ladders. It is true, those who follosed the Re'
formers play a different role, hut they are Apostles of the living* 4. -
truth in no less degeae.
The Wesleys and "hitefield may justly he considered the first 
of' the modern Apostles. They represnet the beginning of that far
reaching evangelical movement that was initij&ited about the middle 
of the eighteenth century, the vital influence of which is strong- 
even to-day. *^ohn Wesley gave birth to the nev/ message, Charles
Wasley gave it its song, and Y/hiteffjeld added to it his eloauence. 
Out of this movement has come the great modern missionary enter­
prises that have so ahxmdantly blessed the world.
Ji .t V ■«
It is not possible to consider the many who, since the beginn­
ing of the Methodist revivals, have played such large parts in the 
evangelization oftthe world* Mention will be made merely of the 
most outstanding.
In England there was Wilburforce the opponent of slavery,John 
Howard champion of prison reform, and Robert Raike, founder of the 
Sunday School that has become.the greatest institution for religious
'»r'
education the wprld has ever seen.
/1.Hutchison., The Spread of Christianity. p.lu4
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To America aame Whitefield, Aoke and Aaiitiryi Jiana-th^ .Edwards 
the great preacher was another mighty power for Christ In the early 
days of this country..
The messengers 'to" 'the Orient have" also been many .Cary fdr in-, 
stance, at the close of the eighteenth oont»ty going to India to 
take the gospel to the natives, supporting himse'Xf -maanwhile as a 
cohhler. Ha was later followed hy Duff. To China went such men as 
Morrison and Parker, opening up the field for the gospel and 
estahlishlng hospitals. And in more recent times these were fol- 
fowed hy Taylor.
To Africa went EiVlngstone and ■‘“offat. Qf the former it has 
been said he had more power over the natives than all the armies 
of his j^ing. • ^is was the pov/er of a Christ filled heart*
In more rexjent times there have been the champions of reform, 
the libesators of slavery, the circuit riders of the West,Grenfell 
of the Labrador, and many others on lihis continent whose labors 
have been ab-undant.
Where. c#n be foxmd such a host of truly great as have been 
con-sldered in this rapid sur1?ey -of t|:iiogreat lives of church his- 
tory since__AiEOstolic d^ys? These are men v/ho have done much to 
guide the development and to shape the. destiny of the race. The 
study of these lives can be a source of great influence upon the 
early adolescence.
Thus have been considered a long list of "heroes of the faith," 
who by their faith in Christ, their dauntless co-iirage often ending 
in a martyrs death, kept alight the lamp of God, and champion the 
cause of truth. The adolescent who does not meet these great lives 
in his religious education loses very mdch. These should have a
place in the curricula of the weeh-day scho’^ols of religioni
B. Epooh-Makinfi Events *
The value of biographical study of tShuroh history has been 
sho\vn above. It hae. been pointed ont that, biography is the most
effective means of -Reaching cbureh his tory to, the p,upils of twelve*■ '
and thirteen years,of age.- The second step 4n teaching dhurch 
history to adolescents is by means of the great events. It ie true 
one cannot study the grep.t lives of history without to a certain 
degree studying the events in whicji these liy,es expressed them­
selves. S-i;t the emphasis during the first, two years of adolescence 
preferably should be on the biographical. FoiSibwing this a topical 
study or a study of the great events or periods should be made. In 
the former are found the great ideals as expressed in personal life. 
In the letter-is -found the expression of these .ideals in great o 
events. The study of these will cover at least two year? in the 
program of the wefek-day schools of religion.
A topical study of church h|jStory
1. The Founding
naturally gpes back to the founding of
of the Church
.the Christian church. This .subject of 
course will be included in the study of the Apostolic pe.riod, but 
it-must also form a starting point for the study of church history 
by the adolescent. Such a study vYill be. concerned chiefly with the 
work of the Apostles. The founding of the Christian Church was not 
one event but a series. Wherever thp apostles preached they left 
a group of believers. These soon organized into the primitive 
churches, to a number of which Paul wrote his sties.
The organization of the Ohurches was due to twO causes. The 
one was internal. The Christians were by the very nature of their
68
religious experience drawn togeiter for v\?oxshipi Christianity is 
a sdoial religion. The other was environmental. .Christianity was 
horn into a world condition that was prohahly more decadent and 
vicious than any the T^maam. race has .ever seen, Angus, in 
Environment of aarlv Christianity^ points out that this period 
was characterized hy pessimistic fatalism, hy materialism, and hy 
pagan philesopht^s and religious cults that haCihecome a mass of 
lioentiousnessi ,E@ligious cults were legion, and in the midst of ^ 
these,. Christianity became the uictim of hatred, jealousy and in­
tense persecutions* And yet,, during tUSSS years 9^ persecution the 
growth of the church was almogt iinhelieVahle,.irr.om it a insignific­
ant founding through the activity of the Apoatles, in less than 
three centuries it has possessed the Roman Empire.
The viQtOyy of Christianity over 
the Empire gave th,e. hhurch respite- from
its per seditions. Up to hiits- time, it
1
had had to fi^ht for its very existence. It now had time to organ­
ize its faith, to thke account of its belief, to systematize and
express in form the things for which it steod. Yedder calls this %
period the ’’lage of ftogma,**^ and points out that during the fourth 
and fifth centuries the Church was especially concerned v/ith tbe 
formulation of its doctrines.
Such questions as the doctrine of God and the relation of Jesus 
CEhrist to the God head, the .Trinity, the person of Christ and the 
relations of the .divine and the human fn him were for years burning 
issues that cuaaad great misunderstanding. The Church v/as more or
1. -cvirE. Church History Handbooks BK.l., The Early Period. p.53
£, The Age of the 
Councils
jLjfe.
less clearly divided in view point* The East',- -influenced by .Grreek 
philosophy was vitally concerned with -hair splitting theolOgioal 
discussions. The HJest, Rpman in character, v/as more concerned - 
with questions of organization and administration, and especially 
the ’supremacy of the Bislhp of Rome,
in an effort to solve- the problems of the cirCrch many cotmcilS 
were called during fourth ahd fifth centuries.. The first v/as that 
S|cea 525• Hater there was one at Saldica 343, another at Arles 35S, 
and at Milan 355, One was called at Constantinople in 381, another* 
at Ephesus 431 and the council of uhalcedon in 451. Bach Council 
endeavored to correct seeming" errO'rs of-tha former councils, or^ 
further to define the creed, Pefifiitions were, it is true, be­
coming more definite, but the jealousies and hatreds were becoming 
more acute.
In the study of this age of the Councils there -is much that 
should not be emphasized, but the adolescent will be greatly bene- 
fitted by a elementary study of the origin and growth of the -anc- 
ient creeds of the church.
3* The Park Ages,
I During the early centuries of 
.jjhurch history 'a -strange development 
was going oni First, the- church had to struggle for its very ex­
istence, and this against an external foe. Then, having v/oj;i its 
struggle for existence, it began a great struggle within itself 
T^is laStdd for over two hundred years. Finally, as if word out -
by its struggles, it sdemed'to fall asleep, -^t seemed to have "lost'
its vision, its vitality, 'Its noble purpose and enthusiasm for 
souls. Added to this .loss..of spiritual life and power,* there v/ere 
the destructive influjanoes of the German invasions. Together, those
forces iDut crushed out Christianity. Mo&lothlin well depicts
conditions during this ^lerioa^ "4s we turn into the tiddle Ages
we are conscious of passing rapidly into a new and strange atffios-
phere. There is an air of decline and decay over the whole world.
Darkness seems to he settling down on the face of the eaisth and
for some centuries civilization and Christianij^y^^ppear to he ahout
1to perish, especially in the WgSt.”
levertheless, there was one force that was valiantly strining 
against the powers of wotldliness. That was monasticism. The civi­
lization of the German tribes and the conquest of -t^urope for Christ 
was prohahly due more to the effoJ?ts of the monks than to all other 
forces put together, ^t was in the monastery that what there was 
of religious zeal and intellectual effort was found. Hutc-hinson 
says hut "for the teaching, studying, and copying of manuscripts 
that v/ent on in these monasteries during the dark and upset years
of which we have heen speaking, the lastuhit of learning would have
2died out in Europe." It was out from the monasteries that the 
ifreat missionary enterprises went. The Church in the main was cor­
rupt, hut, largely due to the monasteries, "the inner liging prin­
ciple of the gospel was still in being, and was pwr/erful enough to




Another period that will he of 
great interest to the adolescent is the
Renaissance. It was a period of great awakening after the centuries
'3* ♦
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Of ignorance and spiritual lethargy. It is tuue, the Renaissance' 
was to a large degree a pagan cultural movement. But it served a 
very great purpose in freeing men's minds from the aimless’’dia­
lectic of scholasticism and from the domination of a church that 
was spiritually corrupt, and, thus, paved the way for religious 
freedom. Graves points out that there was a "trel^endohs widening 
of the intellectual, asthetic and social horizon.’*^ This period is 
also properly known as a Revival of -^earning. And Cuhherly says of 
this period, ’’The Revival of -“earning was a clear break with medi­
eval traditions and v/ith medieval authority, ^t restored to the
world the ideals of earlier education—self-culture, and prepata-
2tion for usefulness'and success in the ?^orld here." Byyce s^ys, 
"There was beginning to be a direct and rational interest in life, 
a power of applying thought to practical ends, which had not been 
seen before^"
It was a great awakening of interest in the classical authors 
and ancient culture. "Italy was the source of the great intellec­
tual movement,"'^ but it spread throughout all western Europe. In 
Italy it was inclined to be classical and scientific, and less re*? 
ligious than in Germany and the Borth. In the -North, it was par­
ticularly moral and religious in tone, and to its influence is due 
much of the rapid spread in a later century of the Reformation.
"Petrarch"says Bryce, "was the apostle of the dawning Renais­
sance."^ Poliowing him was a long line of great humanistic scholars.
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In ^taly were Boccaccio, father of Italian prose, Quarvino ,Chry-t 
soloras, and especially Vittorina and ^ioa» In Germany Mclangthon 
and Sturm developed the -^ew liearning while in England such men 
as Colet, and More "became leaders in the Movement* And especially 
must one consider Erasmus, the greatest of all humanists.
In these great leaders, esp^Mally of the liorth, one sees the 
awakening not merely of intellect, "but also of spiritual life. They 
represent that growing desire for a new emphasis on the mor^l aind 
religious values that was becoming strong among the letter leaders 
of the Church. This especially seen in Erasmus, who said ’’Let us 
emphasize the ehtical and spiritual content of Christ s message, 
for if we seek his kingdom, all else needful shall be added unto 
us."^ Mo study of Church history can be complete, nor can one pro­
perly understand the period of the Reformation v/ithout a study of
the Renaissance, which to so large adegree gave birth to the move- 
»
ment for Reform.
The Reformation stands out as the
5. The Rgiormation
most tremendous event in the history o^
the Christian church. As the Renaissance began in Italy and spread
throughout Europe, so the Reformation grov/ing out of the religious
influences of the Rgnaissance began in Germany,"and gradujilly spread
to the coimtries of western Europe ultimately affecting the whole
8territory that was held by the Goman Qathdiio .churoh»"
- The Reformation was not entirely a religious movement. There 
were great national and eoAnpmic .influences that were at work lead­
ing to revolt against the dominance of Rome. Vedder points out 
that "had-I'Uther neyer been norn, or had the quastion of indulgences
<1.Smith., The AGe of the Reformation, .p.58 B. MoFlothiin.,""The Course of Christian History. p.l07r '■ —:^'~"rvr - -- , .w.» x-
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never led him into revolt against Rome, a national uprising against
the papacy would surely have occured,” Nevertheless, it was cen-
trally a religious movement, ^t was a movement for religious
lihetty, Man had tired of Rome’s pretensions and abuses. Smith says,
Hmen were not only shocked by the abuses in the church b^t they
had outgrown some of her ideals,'^. It was a movement of the part.
of the individual to gain liberty of approach to God through
Christ, and that, independent of the Church or its priests, B-ulme
says, '^he Church taught that individuality v/as rebellion and sin.
Conscience, which is the individual ;)udgment of v/hat is right and
wrong, might exist between man and man, but not between man and
God, i«ian must not be content to live his ov/n life,” The church had
borne the light through all ages, but abuses and corruption lias so
overgrown it that it was almost incapable of change or or healthy
growth, The awakened minds were dissatisfied with such a church,
Bryce points out t^iat , "The leaders sought to supersede that which
was inwaSdsaddssplritual,""-' It was an appeal from Rome to the
Authority of God's Word, ."The appeal was to bq taken not exclusive-
ly to the fathers or to the General Councils of the C^lSholic
>
chtirch; but to the voice of that earliwr church which sp]!ike in the
5pages of the -^ew Testpment,"
' But a movement In which individual freedom of worship was
It
central, inevitably began to divide, It took "five different forms,
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as ^Glothlin states, "These forms were Lutheranism, Zwinglianism, 
Calvinism, Anahaptism and Anglicanism,*^^ And these, to which later 
was added -^ethodism, have continued down to the present time as the 
great “branches of Protestantism*
Uor were all the beneficial influences of the Reformation 
found in Protest^tism* It did restore religious liberty to mil­
lions of Protestants,“but it also"ifroughi great reforms with the 
Roman Catholic church,. This fact is often owSrl2)olced as one of 
the results of the Reformation, And, in studying .'tEIs great move­
ment, the adolescent will be greatly interested, no^ merely in t 
tracing out the development of J^rotestantism in its various br­
anches, but also in the great reforms v/ithih the Roman Catholic 
church. Those a^re part of the Reformation movement,
TJ^e next great move-
6., The Eighteenth Century Revival.
ment within the Chris­
tian church v;as the revival of the eighteenth century, if the 
Reformation brought about tfiie new birth of the church, the eigk^ 
teenth century saw that church enlivened by a new power. During
■r
the intervening years the various great brances of Protestantism 
has become definitely organised denominations, hut must of these 
had lost their early zeal and evangelical note, R^l^gion had be­
come cold and extreSsly rationalistic. Morals were corrupt. Ma- 
terialism was wridespread. The church needed a rebaptism of the 
spirit, a new vision of its real tadh, a new appreciation of the 
gospel. This it received through the great work of the Wesleys 
and Vi/feitefield,
It ie true *the religion between the reyival of religion and’ 
1. The Course of Christian History,. p.*108
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the general movement of European life and ‘thought was indeed very 
close'and' organic*”^ But it" heeded 'the fire of such souls as its 
founders to instil" warmth hn'd religious z'eal t^-^he movement that 
hecame worldwide in its'^scope and rnfluene'e.
Regardless o'f denominational relationship, the adolescent will
Ithe stirred hy the st-fidy of this great revival‘that swept over Eng­
land^ and Scotland and reached over even into dinerica* Che ministry 
of~ the great revivalists, preaching many times a day, and often 
to thousands at a time in the open air, will ms^e a great appeal to
^ .V- i. * !■the youth, especially at an age when he ig susceptible to the in- 
fluence of such service for mankind.
7,' The, Pxesent .Day
Ror has all the heroic labors 
of man for Christ and his @huroh 
been in the past. There is a tenddncy for the youth to idealize 
the past and to seek his emamples in past rather than in 'current 
history. The Chdrch ih every agT has had her 'great leade'rV. The 
present is no exception. The Church endued v/ith power in the
eighteenth cehtur^ has during the nineteenth -jaihdrtwBiitlhthJCBisr- 
turies set itself to a great Ts/pnld task. It has become a’great 
world conquest. The church has set out "to" win the world for Christ. 
And no more inspiring “study can be untered upon the^ the study 
of how the Spirit of Christ working through his church in its 
various branches is saving the world and ushering in the Kingdom 
of God.
' Some of the tusks' the fuftheraaoe of which the church has set 
itself^ are the missionary enterprises in every corner of the world,
z t i _ i
the great social service endeavors, the social and moral reform 
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movements, temperance industrial justice, individual liberty and 
justice, the solution of the race problems and latest hut not 
least the cause of world peace. These are but some of the out­
standing enterprises that have during recent h<^s been initiated 
and carried on for the welfare of humanityf'
Each of thes'b great movements of the present day bias its 
heroes. They have not all be churchmen in the sense that the 
leaders'' of the great movements of the past were. Very often' they 
have been Christian laymen and laywomen. But in all cases they 
have been and are''"souls dedicated' with noble purpose to the caus'e 
of their fellowmeh. Bast in their worthy causes these modern
J
apostles of Christ have forgotten their denominational lines of 
cleavage. And the v/orld is witnessing as never before the unifying 
work of the Holy Spirit. The Church and its members, losing them­
selves in the larger values of life and service's of man, are find­
ing life as they have never found it befo're in all the 'history of 
the race.
Such a study coming as it should ^bout the sixteenth year 
will have a strong influence upon the youth* this age he is
ready to ally himself with a great and worthwhile cause. By the
study of such, he may readily be led to identify him'self with
these endeavors, and, tying himself up to the church that is the 
power behind all these forces for the benefit of man, he beomes, 
a true citizen and f|, #BiDthy character.
G. A Broad 'sweep of Church History.
Having studied the great characters of church history, and'
t
also the great events' and movement that haVe held such a large '
place in the develo'pment of the Christian church, the youth 'is now
The Church, as the
of .the Soly Spirit^
to .al.e a .Mloaophioal. study of ohu«. history. Suoh a of 
atudy will llhi hp thaeo livoa and events in their true re­
lationship. They will not stand out as individuals persons or 
events, hut as part of a great movement that goes on from age to 
age and polntint to the final estahliohing of the reign of-God in 
the hearts of men. the triumph of right over wrong. The facts will 
at this time he studied in the light of their capsai relatronshi^p 
the religious advancement of the race will he seen not as a hap 
hazard product of blind chance or caprice of meS s minds, hut as 
a synthetic spiritual growth. Sometimes this- has hcen rapid, some-
times slow, lut ever progressive and upward.
me youth, thus far,-has
"been stxidying the growth of
the church. How should he
View this ohuroh? Merely as a-man organized instl-tutlonT Hot so.
He Should he taught to thinh of it and to appreciate it as the- 
greatest agency of the Spirit of -hrlst that the world has had.
Many scandals and crimes may he charged against it. It has failed 
miserahlyat times. Many-times it has definitely afood in the way 
Of the onuse of Christ and humanity. *et. it-hhpve all other in- 
atltutiens has held up the light of Christ, has preached the Gos­
pel, healed the sioh. cared for the fatherless, uphela chasity 
and morality, opposed injustloe. and served humanity.
It has been the ohuroh through which the '^olySSpirit has 
thus iar saved the world. A, times it has heen necessary that 
divisions and upheavals occur in order that the Spirit might work 
his work, hut wherever the Gospel has gone, it has heen the church 
that .has carried it. The Spirit has not always used the organic
institution 51s such, frequently -it has been necessary forj-^aim 
to change the institution, unci stir it ot activity hy the power of 
a Spirit-filled soul, hut it has in the '^sen in and, through
the church that the'work has been v/uought*
The youth should be taught to vie.w the L'hnrch-in this light. 
Thus, will he have respect for it and faith in. its great enter­
prises. Thase will take on a ne?/ significance and have a new appeal 
for him.
Hot only has the Church been 
the agency of the Holy Spirit. Its 
grcwvth has been and is to-day part
S. A Progressive
Unified Movement
of a great progressive unified movement extending over many cen­
turies, gathering up into itself the contributions of many lives 
and many lesser movements.
The youth should see history especially Church history as 
having all through It the fact of causal relations. Nothing in 
history stands by itself and unrelated to all else, if the individ­
ual is the product of heredity and, environment, he in turn affects 
.his environment. M^n is born into the-world; he lives and passes 
out of the v/orld, but the world is different for his having lived.
All development is a part of a unified movement, And, as 
youth re^tstudies church history from this standpoint he comes t.o 
see his own relationship to this great progression, Hg sees in a 
nevi light the inflTiences that are at work in and round about his 
life, Hq learns to evaluate these things. He sees them in there 
large relations, he.shapes his life accordingly. He places new 
value upqn his life and efforts. If he has not alreai|y identij 
fied himself with this great spiritual growth of the race^ and
Y9
3- A_SyDthetic Spltfltual 
growth of the
found a place of service la It. he will by this study be strcnly 
ihflU-^Hcod in this direction*
liirthormore, the history of 
the Christian church should he 
presented as r-elFealing a syn- 
thetlc spiritual growth of the race. Ihe study of the- various " 
events and Influences that have been at worh during the many cen­
turies will undoubtedly lead to certain doubts and misconceptions, 
nnless youth sees the development to have been synthetic. H has 
not at every movement been forward. It has often been tetrogress- 
ive. ut, in the end advance has been certain.
Take for Instance, the study of the Dark Ages.followlnf, as It
<lid. the early church. These.periods must be studied as periods
but they Should be also studied a. steps in a general advance.
aometimes backward sometimes forward, but the sum total resulting 
in definite advance. ’
Then.too. at .imes one section of the world had made graSt 
strides in intellectual and spiritual growth, far outstrlplng all 
others. Another oentruy has seen it decline and its splritnal 
Ufa decay, n^t always there has been another to take up the torch 
Of Christ and bear it on. Thera have boon good and bad working 
tide by aide, the bad to a degree oomprislng and limiting the good 
But the good has prevailed. And youth should be taught to view the 
development of the race in this light, n will give him faith and
encouragement as he prepares to face the doubts ano difficulties 
Of later adolescence.
Thus has been presented, what the writer consldars should be 
the content of the church history taught in the curricula of the
week-day schools of religion of high school grade, has been 
divided into three types, each a different approach, the bio­
graphical, the topical and the philosophical, based on the psy­
chological development of the youth. ^
QpAPTSR IV
T^S PSYCHOLOGY OP TEACHIHG CHURCH HISTORY.
lY THE PSYCHOLOGY OP TEACHIHG CHURCH HISTQRY
In the 'preceding hhapters space has hcen given to the st^idy 
of the place of Chttaoh History In the curriculiua of the week-day 
secondary school of religion. A study has also beenmade of the 
general content of such a course. Time-now w^l'he spent in a 
consideration of -some of the ppychological principles that nre 
basic t6 the proper 'teaching of church history. Pirst, some gen­
eral pyschological principles of teaching will he treated. Then 
these general principles will he applied specifically to the teach­
ing of'Uh^^zch history."
A* Gefeeal Hrinoapies of Teaching*- 
T There' are certain fundamental principles that should he kept 
in mind hy the teacher, regardless of that suhjext he may he teach-^ 
ing. These now will he treated briefly.
1, The ^uh.1>ect. The first step of the teacher is to consider
the subject he is to teach. ‘Each subject haS its* own. particular 
method teaching. Arithmetic, for instance, calls for an entirely 
different type of psychological activities, and different type 
of methods "-from sociology. ‘So, toe, church history makes' differ­
ent demands both psychologically and pedagogicafly from other sub­
jects in the curriculum. Preeman^ illustrates thin fact in deal­
ing with the psychological traits of various .studies, tte polntrs 
out that handv/riting is learning chiefly of a aensori-motor char- 
acteri Reading, drawing a'hd music are perceptual lecrningi Spell­
ing 'is chiefly a matter o’f fixing associations. Mathematics rer 
quires abstract thought. Natural sciences call for generalization 
upon, experience. And geography and history are largely the o itv-j.- 
1. Psychology of the Common Branches.
extfioeion of ex^eriBnce thiraugh imagination. Thus, it 16 evident 
that the teacher must consider v/hat subject it is he is to teach. 
Upon' this,depends his aim, and the processes he shall use.
The pupils- 'must^also he taken in%o’
£. The lupils
consideration-. In truth, it is no-t a suh- 
je'ct hut a pupil who- Is taught. A teacher must know, hefoce he 
makes preparation for his work in a course,’ the age -and type of 
pupils he is to 'teach. I't would he- absurd for one to expect to 
teach the same mathematics to both high school and college :seniors. 
Learning is^ s developing process, each step is built upon what has 
gone hefore'; hence the pupils must be knovm from stan^bint of age. 
In some subjects the psychology of the age-period will call for a 
complete change of method from that used another period. The pu­
pil’s psychological make up, his social experiences and environ­
mental conditions influence the teaching very much. The need of 
the pupil is the teacher's first law. As Bette^ points out', the 
great objedtiVe is the child, ^ne ctust know his pupils.
The nfe2Cfc step v/ill be to decide* the ■’aim of
3. The Aim
the subject, ^efe 'again-’e'ach subjeo't differs 
from all others. The purpose of teaching history is entirely dif­
ferent from that of teaching arithmetic. The toacher must not mere­
ly know 'la^^t', and whoqi, he 4s to teach, but must know what he pur­
poses in general, to accomplish by the teaching. There will also 
be the general aim covering a somewhAt lengthy period. Say, for 
instance’, e year, ar a smeester. This takes into consideration,- 
not the general subject aim, but particular aim that is included
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within the subject aim.. Then.too*. he must knov/ what he purposes 
for eaoh lesson* Each lesson will have a specific airaj yet, tbe 
aim of each lesson will he a part of the general aim.
Einally, there are -Oertain principles 
that govern the process in teaching. These
4. Th'e'^ro’cess.
also must he home in mind hy the teacher.
Selection. The first step in the teaching process is
selection. Material in every subject far surpasses the ability of
i
the pupil to grasp in the limited time at his disposal. In fact, 
the material in the average text is ,,as a rule, too eistensive for 
thorough grasping. T£e selection of material for teaching will 
depend upon the aim of the coiorse and the aim of the particular 
lesson, ^nly material that is definitely of importance should he 
ahosen. The needs of the pupil and aims of the subject will den
s.
mand and govern the selection.
h. Vlsulaization. When the material is selected, the facts must
v.
he visualized. The pupil must, in a sense, see the facts, the re­
lationships. These must he made real and vital to him. As Starch^ 
points out, there must he a mental picturing or conceiving of the 
persons ,the actions, the localities and the objects concerned in 
the event, and of points and locations in time. These things must 
he visualized if the teaching is to he effective. Upon the degree 
to which the truths ibaught are made vivid and real will depend
I ' ' ^
interest and attention. There v;ill he little or nor problem of
-S. » » i „
attention if properly selected material is made real to the pupil. 
Yery much of the teaching^ of to-day ladks this important emphaMs 
upon visualization.
Educational Psychology-.
o* Memory. ii; is not tlje nmomit vie learn, but 'the amount
remembered 'that counts. Uot' all" that is s&le'cted and taught is of 
equal ‘value ot remember, i^e'nce-, there must be “selection with cor­
responding tophasist There mu^t then bb organization of the ma­
terial* Isolated facts are not easily remembered. There must also 
be drill. Repetition increases the retention. Things heard ones 
are not easily retained for any lengthy period. There v/ill he 
many types of drill that .the teacher v/ill use. Sometime it will be 
handworS, at O0her times note-book work, essay writing, black­
board wcrk, recitation or plain verjjai rep.titit^n. Prill is es­
sential to memppy*
d. Jud^ent. The pupil should be taiight to draw his" ovm
conelusions as to the moral, ehtical or religious factors that 
stand back of of run through the particular thins' studied^ Too olte 
often, this phase of'the teaching process is neglecteds Either the 
valuation is omitted entirely or the teachhr or ths au-thOr iiapasBS 
hi§ judgment in the case upon the pupil. The pUpil should be 
taught to judge the motives, causes and ponsequenceS of persons 
and events-, movements and influences.
e. Conduct.' Eihally, the end of teaching isconduOt. Instrustion 
that does not carry over into action of “some type is lost. The 
other steps' in the process are of Ifttle value unless the final 
step is accomplished. ThO teacher must aim io influence the daily 
llle or activity of the pupil; otherwise he fails in his task as
a teacher. Teaching should influence the conduct of the Indi- 
vidtai in relition to himself and ot his own needs. It should^ 
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seeing similar ones solved "by others* He learns the causal re­
lations of events and hximan action, ^e therefore is able to draw
i V
proper inferences concerning the events and human activities of 
his ovm day. ^
In studying church history the pupil projects himself into 
religious expetiences of those great lives v/ho have v/rought feojrii 
mightly in the moral and religious growth of the race. In his 
imagina.tion, , he creates persons, actions and places that stand out 
in the religious history of man. But, more than this, he fei^ges 
the experiences, feels the same etaotions, points his life in the
-i ->1 ~.
same direction, reaches gfter the same great ideals manifested in 
the life and activities of the heroes of the GJiristian church. 
Thus, as he looks hack, in his imagination, the .ppirit of those 
lives dominates his life and influences his conduct, 
h. A religious social science. Church history is a religious
vji'
social science, and in teaching it this must he kept in mind. As 
Mace points out, history is not merely a record. It deals with 
events only in so far assthey reveal the life of which they are the
« -At. m- t
result. The human mind--ideas— are the dynamiQ forces that move 
^he htoan race, Davis says, ”In brief.history is ,par excellence, 
one of the most broadly social sub;jects in the programe of Studies. 
It deals v;ith hyman motives and affa'irs, with human interests and
* rconduct; and it ennobles human character^ thought, and intercourse?* 
Church history considers the expression of life from a relig­
ious stand point. It reveals the processes of moral and religious 
growth throughout the centuries. It sets forth the motives, thatI
impelled me,U'to action* and ,the ideals* towards v/hich they acted,
' ^ -------7——- -
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!Elie events are recorded. Taut as the of the e^r^ssion of*
the souls of men, ^t reveqils, not merely how man has pregressed, 
hut what those forces have been that have, in every age W^de for 
this development*. It is B, social science in thart^it deals with 
the activities of men* It is s religious social science in that it 
considers the activities of men from the standpoint of their re­
ligious Significance*
The teacheroTof church history must takeS, The fupilil
into account the pupils he is to teach* As 
pointed o.ni above, the lav; of the teacher is the needs of the pu­
pil, He must consider his pupili age, and also their needs* 
a* The age of the pupils* The Secondatyy school epvers th,e
years twelve to eighteen. It includes v;hat is generally known as 
early and middle adolescence* It receives its pupils as child,ren
J
and sends them out, well advanced in their development tov/ard ma­
turity* ^t has the pupil during his most c|itipal yeftrs, (i)Early 
adolesoense covering, roughly speaking, years twelve, thirteen, and 
fourteen iscoximparable to the period of junior high school,*. The 
pupil at this age is breaking forth into a new world. Great phy­
sical and mental changes are taking place, in his life* Old loyal- 
ties are breaking down. Hew ones are haftdly yet formed* H© is in 
a world of mental nd social confudion. The boy is becoming a man. 
Davis says,” He is growing more scientific and philosophicali, and 
seeks to know the essential relations of things..*'1 "During these 
years there is a remarkable increase of newly awakened instincts, 
interests, desires and impulses* A flood tide of new interests
has set in* Habits are broken up."^
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C2) Early fidcl^soanoa -Js oharaotarizad chiefly.tjy .physical and
mental change, middle adolescence hy emotional change. Buriilg--
the years fifteen, sixteen and- seventeen there comes .the greatest
emotional upheaval of lifeIt is a period when the abstract■-
ideals begin to have effect upon life and conduct. "During middle
adolescence, youth faces the task of assembling all nf the desires,
sentiments, ideals impulses.-.hahlts, preferehoes. loyalties, intef^
ests— all the f,arts of his personality which he has realized
during the preceding years."l He is organizing his personality
around his ideals, Ehese facts must be taken account of by the 
teacher.
ihc,.fleeds Of the Dupn. fhe needs of the pupil will also
be a factor that will influence the teaching of ohnroh history.
The pupil has religious 'and social needs to which church history 
must make a contribution.
(1) The religious needs of youth during, adolescent ye.ns are very 
great. Previous to entranoe upon adolesoenoe youth is oontnolled 
largely by dictum, but during this period be begins to shape his 
own conduct, make his own chcices; Choose his own ideals. i.d seek 
new motives. At this time, this newly disoov'wil personality 
Should bo brought in contact with the greatest and best personal­
ities Of history. AS he chooses his Ideals, he should have pre- 
sneted to him the very highest from which he might choose. Jesus, 
and the spirit-filled men of history should be held up before him.
He will feel the ln5=ulse of these great lives and will so shape 
Ms religious life.
1. ibid p*164
.e .as .ea* ne.a. oX. Xo.aXUea X.a^
acv,n. the aaplescent .heeds gui.dahoe in the formation o ne, 
allies. «hen duty ceases to,he external,, it ehonld hecome in - 
nal. AS he enters a ne« world of associations and controls 
enters one that is mnoh larser and that mahes much greater ^^e- 
mands upon, him than ev.er hefore. fhe success or failure 
life Will depend largely upon how he Adjusts himselfddurrng early
-us the needs of the pupil 'must he home 
and middle n.dolesoence. Thus the ne., ^
in mind hy the. teacher. ^ second principle has to do with the
a.. The Aim . suhject. What la the purp-osS <51^
teaching .huroh historyr The alms may he gr'ohpe-d into tw. groups 
There are the factual aims. There are also the interpretative aima. 
a' The Eactual. The factual purpose deals IBEgi^Jy with spec-
iiic 1:^0 purpose of a great deal of history teaching is 
oonfined largely to this typo. H is important thtt certain out-^ 
standing froth should he learned if one is to have any pf P 
derstanding of history. This applies, equally well to church his- 
icry. These'facts will deal with persons', dvents and dttss.
(1) History is the expmBSlon of personal life. TO u large ex-
n TiPrqona. TO know hiSteryy onetent it can he hnilt up around great person
^st hnow the persons who made history. TO understand the growth 
and development of the Christian church, and to apprsoi*te the 
forces that have haen at worh. one must he aogualnted with those 
mdu who have given hlrth to those forces, and feavo guided their 
impression. It is true, ail the parsons met with In Church history 
are not sufficiently important to ho remomhered; yet. there are 
oertaln outstanding ones, without whom church history is not com-
lete.
n
(g) Events are the esspresaiohs of souls. They reveal souls in 
action. They measure off the onward movement of the race, and 
show the ste]^|t "by which the race- has, adyanc.ed.. They are the out 
war4 experieAoes of iiien aijd lyomen as .they jnade. their contribution 
to the religious growth of the race.- Thersiore j^e teacher must 
emphasize those outataiiding events which “have -been influential 
in the 'history of the church,
(3) 'iVhan. evente and. persons are taught in history, there must be 
developed a time orientation. This ofS often best accomplished by 
the use of dates, Robinson^ ^ |)OxntBcjfOTjt tlmt,hi story is not a cata­
logue of dates and names^ ^at the learning of dates ia a' fi:xing 
process in the study of history. It is essential that -certain 
important dates that marh off great movements, or place great lives 
an,d .eyenta should fe .known by the student of church histbryi 
b, .ISter^retatiye, , Bt^t the teaching of peraons^ evejits-^ and 
dates is not the maihaiaiQ of church history^. As with seeular ihis- 
tory, the main aim is interpretative,
(1) Church history should be taught with-.the aim of revealing the 
facts of the spiritual growth of the race. Man's advancement has 
not been- due to, .economic or military influenoea as much ‘as. to great 
moral a^d reli.gio]is forces. "The matters revealed by history should 
be studied for the purp^ose of discovering the- forces and influences 
at -work, in the, world, nd the lav/s governing the action of those 
forces." These have worked themselves" out as the centuries have 
passed. The movement has not always been at the same rate but it
1, The- JJew History2* Bobbitt,, -^ow to- Sake a Curriculum. p,116
has STicer "been onward, churdh history these forces and thelr 
deveit^mentiare revealed*
(Ej Is pointed out above .church,hist dry ^.presents an account of the 
growth of the church as an institution from its birth to the pre­
sent day. ^t has changed form a .great deal- during its ^listory; yet 
it is the great .-religious instit-^tion htat has withstood the strife 
and-sin ef ages, and stands. o.ut to-day as the most effective in­
stitution for righteousness in the \Yorld, cji^-arch history- should be 
SQ presented as to have an .institutional aim.
CS) It should be a means, pf creating high ideals within, the pupil 
himself, fo study-great lives^or movements merely for their ovra- 
sake is to. fail of their highest value, ^t is worth while to know 
great men lived, but it is most worth while to catch the vision of' 
their'lives, their motives, their ideals, and to build these things 
into one's life.* Here church history has an important place* As 
it-presents-these great foices as thOyi expressed.themselves in 
action, it creates corresponding ideals v/ithin the life,of the 
pupil. ■‘Hlistbry must be made to impart the power that" makes for 
righteuoanesb.
(4) Chtirch history should aim to interpre.t the preSBUt in terms 
of the religious* experiences of the race,. Davis quptes ilaoMurray 
thus, ”It should be the aim of history tp bring the past into re­
lation with the present, and to show how historical ideas and ex­
periences are being constantly projected into the present, -ane in 
fact the oonffolling forces in our social and industrial life,.-”^
Ilie experiences and problems of man from age to age chahge little
1> llackiej. Education During Adolescence, -p.lidE. The Technique of ■2>eafihing, CWI
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In tlie-main«i THIS, isr .eSp.e cl ally so with, rel-lgiona oTjterlencos,
The pfineiples 3|hat the ciotives* that inspire, -the Ideals
that 'draw onward, the religions life' of.'man are perennidlt Sjence,
the religions esqperiences of those who^ huv.e lived in the pa-st .are
valuable to the individual to-day in his 'religions life. The' sturdy
' ^of the-great lives of church history is vei^ important. Sachs 
refers to .Paulsen's opinion “as,''that-the*-past records of* the life 
of mankind are better calculated inflnejice the soul of the young 
man than the inflexible laws of nature.”^
The- development of moral anfltrreligious judgment should 4be the 
supreme aim of church history.- True religious life must be self 
chosen. Unless knowledge influences judgment it is useless. 4ence, 
if Church, history is to be of greatest value its teaching must seek 
to develop such judgment. The study of causes and motives compels 
one to pass judgment upon these things*- By such judgments he 
learns to admire wlien right :and to blame a. man when v/rgug* This 
is what is needed in studying history., Ghurcli history especi^ly 
emphasizes .the motives and the consequences .of conduct.. " The stud­
ent of history is- forced to viSualiiZe past events, .compare and con^ 
trast’ these with other events, deduce ‘conclusions respecting prin—, 
ciples of precedure, and foreshadow p'ossible and probable oondi-. 
tions respecting the future.it-produces a judicial mind needed 
in* the’eonduot of his own life.
4* The Process. Consideration v/ill no?/ be given to 
the proco,BS of teaching church history, -jt 
has been shown that.' the teacher must take account of the subject, 
the pupils and the aim, of church history. He must also understand
1. The Ame.rioaix ■Sg'Q.ondary Bohooli, '• /2i Bayis .-^igh gohool Coubsbss of Study,p..4.3,
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the process by which he will best teach church history.
Selection. Sf tlie great mass of material in the fieid of
. 1church history, only a limited amotmt dan be used. As Charters
points out, there must be selection “because the pupil has no need
for it all, nor has he time to learn it nor the mind to understand 
2it. Honroe suggests that the body of historical knowledge is 
large and increases with Uime and investigation; hence the t^sk of 
the teacher is' selection and the weaving of facts in order.
The selection must be'na de on the basis of the aim.When the 
aim is decided upon, it will be found that a great deal of the 
material Mil have little or no vital relationship to itk Certain 
lives, events and ddbes will group around certain aims. All .others 
for the time being are negligible. A trained teacher of church 
history, having devided what he purposes to teach, and knowing 
the pupils, will immediately begin to pick out material most use­
ful to his aim. "Sometimes wie material will he of a biographical 
type, at other times- it will be topical, other times philosophical, 
but always 'it must bechpsen to suit the central purpose.
Visualization. To be- effactive, church history must be made
real ih the*" min'd of the pupil. Great persons must be' made to live, 
and, as'thOy live, the pupils will enter into the ppirit^of their
tlives. Events must' stand out as the* p'ro*dudt of man*s thoughts and
motives. Action will be-shown not as chance'but as the definite en-
■pressiOn of life. Ih a tfchd the characters of history must stand
out as" riving', mdvih^, 'doMnating persons who have helped to. shape
the destiny of the race.
1* Tea'ching nf the Common tranches.
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I^rthermore, this visualization must, he^conaerne,! with time 
and place. The pupil should know v/hen and Jidiere his characters 
lived as well as v/hat they were and v/hat they did. It is t|nte, 
specific dates should necessarily' he fe?/, hut time and place lo­
cation, nevertheless, should he very real and important.
2hen, too, the pupil should know the relations of the facts 
of history to antecedents and suhsequent factSj^ Great movements, 
are the product of certain forces, and Ithey" express themselves in 
qrortain consequences. These causal and sequential relationships 
must he visualized if church history is to he effective,
c. Memory. As stated earlier in this chapter, it is not the
number of facts learned Suring the lesson, hut the number remember­
ed that counts. The pupil will gather many facts during his study 
of.church history th^t are not of vital importance.. He mus-t select 
from the mass of fasts the most, significant, those that have niost 
to do with building up a connected..and tprue. knowledge ,of church,, 
history.
Having selected his facts he must organize them. Sometimes 
•this organization will he logical; generally,in history it will he 
ohronolo|ical. Hut, whatever the type of organization, the raat'^r- 
ial so as best- to xfememher it.
Finally, drill must he practiced. Memory depends to a large 
degree on the -frequency with which the material is coverfid. Some­
times the drill -or fast-ening process will take the form of a pro­
ject, impressing the fact by acting it- out. Other -times.it will 
take the form of-note hook work. Then,agaiti,it will he simply a 
methodical repetition of the facts, until they are thoroughly 
learned. Drill is essential to good raemery.
VO
d. •' Judgment > Starch says" there must he "A judgment con­
cerning internal motives of the persons and the external conditions
1 Sthat led to the event." And Betts points out.xthat the pupil 
should develop, through the, study of histor^, the power to judge 
public men both as to character and Ability on v/hich depends al­
legiance* This ability to judge correctly contemporary men and 
events is produced by tiainihg' in judging as to past men and
events, ^ne must learh to judge motives and causes, actions and
♦
consequences as hhsstudifes church history. As the adolescent is 
introduced to the characters and' facts of' church history he should 
be guided by the teacher in his judgment; yet, the judgment of the 
teacher must bor be forced dov/n upon the pupil. His evaluation 
must be largely andlAnreasingly his own. This will train him in 
rightly evaluating and measuring the motives and conduct of men 
today. "The surest test of the value of ones education is the help 
it renders in de-feloping a true philosophy of life."® The individ­
ual must develop an accurate sense of values, especially personal,
e. Conduct. The final step in the teaching process is to carry 
the teaching over into cnnduct in the life of the pupil. This is 
the goal of all teaching, A body of knowledge may be valuable to 
have as a keep sake, but it has real value only v/hen it finds outlet 
in daily living. The teacher teaches the pupil not to impart know­
ledge so much as to influence his conduct.
Kemp says the teacher should "build character in the pupil by
teaching him to dee that there can be neither greatness nor goodness
1. Mucational Psychology, p,417 
, 2. ClassRomm ■^ethbd and Management CXV
3. Ibid p.58
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v/ithout doing something,, doing much, and doing whatever he does, 
well; that the true greatness is in "being and not seeming; that 
the life of all human history is deeply rooted in morality; that, 
therefore, the greatest njan is he v/ho oontrihutes moat to the 
development of human race through great vuiselfish acts, prompted 
by the highest moral pui^ose,”^
The influence of church history should effect both the int^i 
dividual and social conduct of the pupil* i^e should learn to live 
with his fellowmen* And, unless the teaching produces this effect 
it loses its point* This is the criterion of good teaching*
\
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QHAPTBR V
WHOD OF TEAGHIHG CHURCH HISTORY
T/METHOD OF TMCHING CHURCH HISTORY1
Tn prebe'ding chapters the* Imptartance 6f plablng bhtirch 
hlstbry in the ourricula of week-day religious s'ehools has been ’ 
pointed out. These was also an effort itade to show what type of 
material should form the content of the church history that should 
be taught in sucji schools. But liow shall it bQtta^&ht? In what man­
ner shall the facts of church history be presented to the pupil so 
that their true' significance shall be grapsed? The purpose of this 
chapter is to answer at least in part these 'auefetSsnns.
The r&cts of history'are in general-of ■-three typesn^narrative, 
topical and philosophical. And, if the teacher of history’wlll^or­
ganize the facts of history on this basis, and present them to the 
pdpil in these aspects, according to his psychological development, 
a great deal- of the present lack of interest in history will be 
eliminated. The tendency in the past has been to treat history in 
an Oncycopae'dic manner. Barker speaking' of this tendency in text 
books says, "Instead of treating a few large, important issues' in 
a thorough manner, so that students v/ill get some real understand­
ing of historical relationships and developments, thousands of i
items of information are provided on the same dead level of in- 
1significance."
A narrative Method
£"History is a story to be told." It tells of personalities, 
of their activities, and the results of these activities. It deals 
not merely with incidents, but with ff^quences,causes and effects,It 
can. Sent be told, in story^form. This is especially so for' early
1*. Methods Of ..Teaching in High Schools, p.74
£i Ifeokle".Rducation During Adolescence. p.£46
.aoxoacents. If Mstc. ia faus.t fxo. the 3to«, atand point tne 
attention la heia. Interest le Stirred and the PupU earn 
appreefate .hat has senerall. aheen a hushear In^e —
History as a story may ha hnllt np aronnd erther grea per
or great events* Biography has a great’ mohal and w
1. Bto^a^hical social value. It gives breadth of mind and
dneplres to nohle aetlon. Hemp quotes Wnin thus ^Ihe soul. Il^e 
the hody, thrives through nourishment. Hrid and heart unger 
food and find it In the host qualities of the hast men «ho Mve , 
gone before, -istory stores up the bravest deeds and noblest th­
oughts of the heroes of yesterday astthe soul food for the you 
ef to-morrew..'l Pergueon says.»lf youth's deelslon Is to have eon- 
tent and value for life, he must In hfs religious lessons be grven 
material out of whleh to.frame his ideals. BlOgraphleal lessonn. 
nuoh as form an Important part of the graded ourrleula for these 
years must acquaint him .1th the Intimate personalities of e
many followers of God In Blhle and later times."
Emphasis in biography must he upon eharaeter. showing its 
fruits and its influenoes upon society, and it should he evaluated 
lu terms of soelal worth. Bnlyththose eharaoters who stand out as 
truly significant In the growth of the Christian church should he 
eonsldered. And. In the study of these, there should he definite 
■ seleotlon and organization of material.The tendency too often Is 
to pl^oe too much emphasis upon detail.lt is better to stress the 
general aotivliy and iufluon^e_o_f_the_life studied. The pesltive
9 / RhSoh- aehool- Administration.^'*221
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rathertlihan the negative attitudes of the character should he set 
fertile ^outh "sees down into his herois' inner life and constructs 
a hero of his own out of the^ adinirahle, qualities v/hich he finds in 
all his heroes,^1 Hence, the teacher must guard against stressing 
the unfavorahle characters* The influence of the person upon his 
fellowmen is important tocoinStder. Many men in history, looked 
upon as great, had a Very adverse influence upon socii^;^# Such a 
one should not he presented as ah iddalfor youth. Furthermore, 
youth, in the study of the lives even of great men of the tlhristiVn 
Church, should he taught that these men were men of their times* 
They must he Judged in thd light of the standards of religion and 
morality of their own day. They are not to he presented as perfect 
examples for to-day, hut as illustrative of lives inspired hy high 
ideals and nohle courage;
The second type of history
E* Stories of. Great Events*^ ^ ^ story that has fascination for
theeeeahly adolescent is the story of a great event, "^outh appreci­
ates action in his heroes, ^e expects them "to* accbmplish Something 
worth-while. Events are the product of men in action. Tf'properly 
presented they stir the imagination,create interest ahd hold the 
•attention. Here ag^in, however, as with biography, the tendency 
has been to isolate events.They must he tied up to the lives- of
fmen. Detail that is not absolutely'essential must he eliminated.
Selection must he made more on the basis of moral value than 
on the degree to which the event disturbed the tranquility of his­
tory, as in secular history. Only those events thai are most 
typicallly illustrative of the great religious thinking nf thfdday 
1. Athearh., The .Church School.p.176
should he chosen, ^hese should he studied in the light of their 
causes and consequences.The question must he asked, \^at valuC 'did 
this event contribute to huinan life and society? They bust he Seen 
in the light of their influence upon the general religious develop­
ment of the race.
5. The JIOBlfcfial i^ethod. ^
A s.econii type of his.tqrical. study 4s the topical. This method 
tends to select a particular period Dfvmovement and'to make a more 
or less thoroixgh study of the topic* It concerns it self with the 
stories of lives and qvents hut only insso far as they lead up to , 
explain, or grow out of the section'under discussion.This method 
of studying history generally follows the narrative method. It is 
the best method for late junior high and early senior high schools. 
Youth during the fifteenth and sixteenth years, finds greater in­
terest in a topical study of history than in either the narrative 
or philosophical.
I>Hwey says,"One reason historical teaching is usually not more 
effective is that the student is set to acquire information in such 
a Way that no epochs or facfora stand, out in his mind as typiaal,eB 
all are a dead level.If the topical metho.d is used properly the 
pupil has something around v/hich he can build his lesser facts.'it 
encourages collateral reading, the. study of documents and sources, 
it lends .itself easily to the project method of study.But in choos­
ing the topics the teacher must he sure t© choose these that are of 
greatest impo«ife^ce. It ia better to devote the time to the study 
of a few major topics that have very great value than^ to tr^. to 
cover tho many topics that are of less inportance.
1 .Moral ^"rlnciples in Education, p.36
'Dopical study may concentratQ 
1. Ihe Greet Eerlqda. pettods of hlstSiry.^
AS pointed out in chapter III. such great periods as the Age of 
the Ooimoils. the hard Ages, the Kenaissanpe. the Heformation.the 
Eighteenth Cnetnry Kevival. may he used with great value ..Dhen 
again one of these may he taken as the main topic covering a con- 
sldsrahle pprjtien oj time. Bt may he hroken up^o smaller con- 
trihuting topics, and sutdied morerthtjronfelay without loss of 
interest. loplcal study of great periods makes for more syste­
matic and thorough ImowledKO than narrative, and is being used 
to a '^‘ery great extent to-^day.
The great movements as mor.8
2, The Great Moveme,^. distinct from the great per­
iods may he made topics of study. For instance, the movement ffir 
foligious freedom, the iiifluence of the Kew Learning upon re­
ligious liberty, the development of religious art^the great mis^ 
miosary movement.-these, and many such topics, can he amde the 
object of study and investication. Such studies will induce wider 
reading in the field of church history, visits t^ libraries, and 
galleries, museums, and even lead to project work. Of course .the 
study of these movements v/ill consider their causes.their nature 
and their far-reaching consequences. They may be made a snurce of 
live interest on the part of the pupil, and result in his having 
a far more thprough knowledge and depper appreciation of the facts
of church history.
G. The •‘Philosophic^ Method.
There are certain facts of history that do not lend themiselv.es
very readily to either the narrative or the topical method of 
treatment. Thdy are of a moral or philosophical natura. They are
‘ 4
In a sfiEisd’ the gehehal l-nterpretetions of history. At sixteen and 
seventeen years the ideals, of youth are beginning to become fixed 
and to be effective in life. At this age young people begin de­
finitely to reflect upon relations and interpretations. This pro­
vides a splendid opportunity to teach church history from an inter­
pretative standpoint.
1* The- Spiritual Evolution 
of the Eace^
By this method church his­
tory can be studied as revealing 
the spiritualex3V|)ltition of the
race. There is too often expressed the pedsiraistto theory of 
spiritual retrogression during history. Such a theory has a very 
adverse influence upon youth as he comes face to face with the 
problems of entering his nev; world of experience. I’ew studies can 
be more convincing to the contrary thah church hidtoryy It is true, 
there has not been a continuous progression in .thej religious life 
of the race since the founding of the Christian church. There 
have been pel iods of. definite retrogression. But no one can study 
church history X7ith an open mind and not be conscious of a grad­
ual yet certain movement upv/ard on the part of human society.
The earlier narrative and topical studies serve to give the 
pupil a body of facts, particular and general, of church history. 
By toiese the youth builds^ up a body of hnov/ledge. The later study 
serves to relate these facts, to link them, into a continuoua v^hole, 
and to show the growth the race has made, as explained in the more 
detailed study of the lives, events and movements of history.Sueh
f *
a study is necessary to youth, if he is to properly appreciate
yhe Caueal Relations.
ani TOlue. tha preaaet ooadltipns: have faith in the aWlity
Of -the Inimali race, "to learn by e23)eriencQ. •
JSot dBlx doea-^this method of 
teaching church hiatoxy stress -the 
spiritual evolution of the raoe. It ■et.phaai.^he fact that in
this development, there ieand hae been definite oauaal reliftions 
between men.events and movements. Conditions of one age age the 
produot largely of the preceding ages. It is tuue the details may 
1.9 oontempary in origin, but the creating and controlling forces 
are to be found preceding the conditions. As youth faces the pro­
blems Of to-day he-should understand that- they are due in most 
cases to more or lass hidden caus'es.- rurthermore.he should learn 
that the.problems of to,morrow will arise largely out of con­
ditions. Such knowledge should teach him sympathy and tolerance 
for. the present When he otherwise would be Intolerant. It will 
also teach him to shape his conduct to-day according to his hopes 
and Ideals for to.morrowr Such lessons are .invaluable for the 
youth at this critical aud careless period of life.
inirthermore. such a method 
Will present ithe religious and
social implications to he drawn 
from dhurch history. Too often, m sht'study of the facts of
Ohuroh history, the great social and religious lessons are lost '
Bight Of in the-mass of.material. The study of the facts will -
avail little .unless youth is taught to draw therefrom the lessons
that can be of real value to his daily life among-men. and to his
attitudes toward God. The supreme aim of the ourrioulum- of the
Ohuroh school is right conduct, human character eocpresslng itpelf
Ih right.aotlori. -Shis must be the aim in'tte teaching of ohuroh
3. ilhc social and Bel-i p-; ntio 
^pipli cations.
history. As the^youth studies the activities of those who have 
most strongly influenced the. caurse of church history, and also 
the events that are the product of their lives, he should henefit 
by being taught the lessons of these facts. And not only must he 
learn the lessons. H-e must apply them to daily conduct. His life 
must be affected by his study of the history of the Christian 
church,
D. The Visual Method.
The types of teaching considered above nay be classed as 
orai teachings Therp is another tpie of teaching which is re­
ceiving a growing emphasis during recent .years* This is what may 
be called the visual method. The individual in the past has been 
appealed to largely through the oar. By the visual method the 
appeal is., chiefly through the hye.. And since one more eaailyrce- 
tains in mind what he sees than what he hears this’ method becomes 
very effective.
Freeman refers to experiments in which comparisons v/ere 
made between the memory effect of motion pictures and that of the 
oral lecture or text bookiimathod. He concludes that in almost 
every case visual memory v/as longer than auditory memory, and that 
the understanding \7as surel. These conclusions are borns out by 
the fact that visual education is finding a larger place in the 
program of the public school. If this is so so public school edu­
cation it should also be true of religious education.Of course, 
verbal teaching willlcontinhe to' hold zhe central place in teach­
ing reldgious truths to youth. -Iput it can be effectively supple­
mented by the visual methods Hor is tOiis a new fad in religious 
teaching. It is a practice centuries old as Heedham points out,
1.Visual Education. p,3
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"St Francis of Assisi, that holy-man of the thirteenth century, 
says- that i:F religion was to he made democratic it must Jjpepjce* 
'a^ntedjvividly to the people. Ohiy so would it ghin a’hol'd on 
their affections, with faith and reverence* he huilt the little 
manger of Bethlehem in his church that the p_e‘ople might see With 
their own eyes the events of that night when the Wise Men, guided 
hy the star, found the ehild in the stahle>”^
One of the visual means hy which1. Dramatization.
religious truth may he presented to the 
pupil with telling effect is the uSe of dramatic presentation.
In this way the truth is made very vivid. Miller says,"There is 
no longer any question in the mind of forward-looking church 
v/orkers as to the value of dramatization as a method in teaching?^ 
One valuable feature in connection with dramatization is its uni­
versal appeal# -Burton says, "The i)lay has an immens.e superiority 
over -all ;^inted pifUrature in that, making its appeal directly 
through the eye and eaf it is not literary atr.l&ll;I mean the 
story in this form can he imderstood and enjoyed hy countless who 
read hut -little or even cannot read." Dramatization is a story 
or incident into the form of a play so that it may he acted. 
The emphasis' is on interpretation hy action rahter than hy nar­
ration."^ Burtpn says, "The play Is a form of 'story. The story is 
told on a stage through the impersonation of character hy human 
heinga; in word and action assisted soenery,the story is told.”"5
1. FolkkgAStival^v p.3S
8. Dramatization in the Church School ,p,l3. ^ow to' See--a~ Play, p.'f ’
4. Bussell. .Dy.ama as a Factor in Social Education.!).68
5. How to See a Play, -p.2
ItOB.
B&tes says,”As men we want tn Idealize the characters- and conr
#*1ditions of former times.
Church histpry provides ahnndant mator-i^l for dramatization- 
which .will hstee great effect upon the reli^io.us^if.e of„ youth.
This material will he treated hriefily under-three heads—hihlitsal, 
historyCafi^land. symbolical.
a. Blhllcal While -“ihlical scenes end experlenc.es do
not really come within the scope of church history they da pro­
vide a background and starting point. The Easter and Nativity 
sveneU have been presented very widely and with great value flur-- 
ing all ages. There are alsu many other svene's of the. life of our 
Lord that are rich in dramatization value. "This is so ,too, of tho 
sOaned of the Apostolic period. The heroism and devl)i*ion of the 
apostles and early Christians present many osperiences that may 
with telling effect be reproduced on the church sChOol stage.
b. Hiatorical. Another type is the historical. Thia inc-ludes 
not merely great events of church history but the great lives that 
played such a. large patt in the religious growth. :of the yqo-e-. Some 
of these, such .as, single incidents in ja larger movement, or in a 
great life may be subjects of the religious and historical drama. 
Others, sucb, as large movements or complex .events provide a wealth 
of material for neligious pageants. In whieh, by scenes Und Epi­
sodes a number of smaller related incidents may be depicted.
Eor instance, by. the use of the pageant the growth of the 
early Christian church may most effectively be portrayed.. Early 
mOnasticism and the Crusades also provide interesting subjects., 
for pageants. Tho whole sweep of the Reformation may also.'thys 
1. *Pagenats and- Pageantry. p.*e ^
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"be depicted^ S^er^ep portr^ylfi’g rhe movement in the variou'S' lands,
each with its owa characteristics,- may be gathered up-and. dosaly
related ±u a-pagaant. The ,gr,eat moderji -apredd of the church’ thr^
ough jniasionary -enterprises i^ rich in pageant material* And eagh
of these larger movements comprises many smaller iijcidents that
lend themselves admirably to dramztiaation*-
Furthermore the lives and ac-ti'tities of the great Christian
leaders may be used most effectively in dramatization. Miss. Eussell
says,"Qne shculd not attempt to portray the whole of a man's life
but rather make a -selection of some dramatic incident and have it
presneted."! Thp life of every great chrietlan leader offers
many- incidents worthy of dramatization. For must one necessarily
turn to the leaders of the distant past. The lives of the modern
men of the church pre-sent great possihilities in this direction,
as ^Hss Eussell points out "The lives of ■‘^ivingstone, Gordon,Llac-
kay, Moffatt, Ion-Keith-.-Falconer, Judson,Cary Morrison and %ry
2Slessor furnish abud.dant material-.'^
c. Symbolical., There is also the symbolical drama­
tization that mpy be used especially in teaching the great lessons 
of church history. The historical drdma or pageant deals more 
specifically with definite facts of history. The symbolical deals 
more with the interpretations of the incidents and lives of the 
pas-t. The fgrraer reveals the fa.cts thd Ihtter the spirit of his­
tory, and makes a strong appeal especially to the pupil in the 
later high school years. At this tj-me he is making a philosophical 
study of church history. This may well be supplemented by drams- 
tizaftion that emphasizes the great relaigdins he is dis^pwering 
1. Drama as a Factor in Social EducationiP.93
and interpretations “he is laaising* Such draniatizs.ti9^® v/ill |iot 
he tied up to any one incident or set of incidents nor necessaril^f 
to any one movement* They will reao’h hegond these to causes and 
effects to great hroad interpretations^ of history.
4 second method of visual
2. Art.Pictures and Helios. .presentation of the religious de-» 
velopment of man is hy the use of art, picttirJs ancl relics. Art is 
a most admibrahle instrument for teechin® religious truth. It re­
veals the soul and experience of the- artist and stirs a kindred 
escperience within the soul of the. one v/ho studies it, Bailey says, 
‘’There are many reasons v/hy art should make ja. strong appeal to the 
adolescent. During these momentous years there is gre^iter sensi­
tivity and power to grasp the details of a picture; a marked in­
crease- of capacity tn -discover meanings —to Seel, and a, partic­
ular responsiveness' to spiritual suggestion*-
Protestantism has long neglected this great toedium of truth. 
To-day, however, art is coming to fill a large place in the life 
of people, ^'^rs Peer points out that, "Uever in all the years since 
they were paintJd hsie’ the pictures of the world hepfi so well seen
Pand so well cared for as they are now," ?hey s^iOuld he used to 
a great deal larger extent than in the past hy the church for re­
ligious instruction, "The artist has found a means by v/hich an 
idea may he invested with v/armth and pov/pr. B-e incarnates the idea 
in a person and makes it heahtiful. Then the heart of^youth leaps
toward it and appropriates it—provided only someone brings the
3youth and the masterpiece thgether,"
Art esepressed the emotions of the artist. In it are found his
-l.The Use of Art, in Religioug Education. p*79..
2.The Early Italian Painters^ Their Art, and Times. Preface vii
S.Bail'ey.. The Bse of Art in'B^igious Bducation. p.91
religious experienoea, attitudes and ideas expressed. It reveals 
the growth from age to age of the religious conoept& and, ideal*s 0)f 
the race. For dnstnnce, the study of the face of Ghrisit In art re­
veals the changing religious attitudesajidd. ideas of- the centuries.. 
Her this so only in the case of-’piJttuj:es* It is equally true 
regarding the ^tudy o.f the deT^el-opmejit jaf architecture.Few studies 
will ibe of -greater Interest I30 the youth in the later high school 
years thali. the Study o.f th^-great-, cathedrals* of Europe. They,too, 
as the pictures, reveal most clearly the- def^opraent of religious 
ideasa t^nd ideals. So farvery 1-ittl^ has heen done in this field 
by the church, schooi, the.re“ qs .evidejice of v. growing sense of 
the value of art in religious education.
There are also the relics of tho- church and of the religious 
development of the race. Few things are more, interesting to youth 
than a visit to a museum, v/here he can have concrete and visible 
touch wi.th the, past.^ J’The visiting, of mus.eiung in communities where 
such insitutiona are available should form- an important -anenue 
for object teaching.”^ The. church "schoQ.1 has made: practically 
no usd of the. wealth of material that l^esiin, thje .museums ^and 
that? nan be of great assistance in the teaching> Pf church .history,. 
The .public school makes great .use this* me.dium in the teaching 
of .secular history.. It can be used to the same effect in church i 
history. Such relics stir the imagination of youth. Aid him in 
relt^^ing the ..sP,pnps -and Struggles for religious liberty. The' 
concrete remains pf-those struggles stir within him a strong hero­
ism and a loyalty that -should be treasured and developed by the 
church, shcool,
1. Bagiey William C., The Educative Process. 1906, p.251
HE
E The Project.
A method of teaching that is rapidly finding a larger place 
in the program of modern education is the project. In essence this 
.method is that of full participation in t^ical experiences gen­
erally involving groiip acifcivity or group relations."^ Gregory says 
that, "T aching in its simplest form ist the communication of ex-^ 
perienoe.”^ It is the leading ef the pupil out into new e:^er- 
iences so that they "become his ovm. It is the heading of him to 
reproduce within his own mind or life the oixperiences of others. 
The old theory pf education phaced the emphasis upon accumulation 
of a body of knowledge"* Teaching was almost entirely oral. The 
teacher impafted the knowledge; the pupil absorbed it. Llttie “or 
no effort was made to relate the knowledge gained with the real 
experiences of life. Youth w^s' not trained for actual partici- 
■pation ^tn lifS. But to-day, the emphaShS is-swinging in the other 
direction. Education is taking- on a social aspect# ^outh -is being 
trained to live. E2j)orience as well as knowledge is imparted.The 
teacher wtill- holds the central place in instruEtion, but the pu­
pil holds a very large place as v/ell. The -purpose is to link up 
education with Social living, thus making It- -of practical value. 
DaviS says.."evefy high school pupil is entitled to a courae of 
training- that will broaden his mental and social horizon, reveal 
himself to himself, and cdevelop and discipling to the utmost the 
worthy capacities and potentialities 6hat live within hiin."^ 
Learning takes place only during actitity;it is never a passive
1.Burton., SuperclSion.and the Improvement of Teaching. p.ElS
,^.The Seven-JUaw's-of . T-eaohing. pTe ' - ----
'-S.High School CouEses of Study. p.SO
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proaess of absorption but on the c-ontrary a very active process of 
rea(&“iing."^ S'tbdkton Says,"the School is just a bit of real life, 
n6t a place in'which to prepare, for life, fhe aijn of education is 
focused not upon mere knowledge but upon doing; and more that 
that, upon efficient shoiai doing— social efficiency. 2his social 
efficiency is to be produced through real social participation, 
and guided toward definite democratic social ideals." The same 
author also quotes' form the -dulletin of the- State formal ahcool 
at Winona,Minnesota, thus,’’’The modern outlook of education is 
social. The true indivtment found against the school which is not 
modern is that it is, isolate.d frnm life.“*3 ’*The essential fea­
ture of the project method is that it provides fpr useful,thpar- 
oughly motivated application of knowledge, and makes such use of 
knowledge a part of the learning or' teaching process, A project 
is -so?iething to be done requiring constructive or creative .abil­
ity-.”^ ■‘^odern’-education is recognizing the value of the project 
as Bobbitt points out, "There is aii^trneg drift ,in public educa
5cation toward project method or crganization,"
There are few courses of study v/here the project can he used 
to greater advantage than in history. History deals with actual 
experiences, with life and its e^qpression, .with activity. It has 
bhth time and place relations. Thepe fs hardly, a lesson in his­
tory that cannot be made a subject of the project method,Of Course, 
one must recognize that no one method can or should supplant all 
others. Burton quoted Hosic in the English Journal for Hpvember
l,BOat.Qa.* j^sychology of Students of Education. p.E078. Project Wprk in ■2bucation,p. ^ ^ ^
3. Ibid Pf . ,4. Wilson and’Vifil*son., The Motivation of School »ork.p«P50
5. The Gurriculum,p,30
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1918 with reference to the project methoj. in thich he points out 
that the-prorjBct is "'A principle, not a rule, formula,fad, or 
panacew*’*’^ I|§ile not only means, is valuable fpr presanting 
and impressing -knowledge.-
And what iis. true of the usp of the pro jec^n history is al­
so true of its use in the teaching of church history. Like secu­
lar history, the his-tory of the Christian church hete -to do with 
the active purposes of great lives. Action holds a la'rge place -in 
it. Tkusl it makes a strong appeal to youth, and when he has a 
chance to. -re-live the scenes and re-accomplish the tasks sOf those 
who have lived before, these things, take, on a new value for him. 
Charters says,"We will get the greatest amoimt of value from his­
tory v/hen we make it as real and concrete as ?/e can, when as 
nQslJ^y.ias ^possible we can relive the situations in which past
peoples met these .problems.”^ This applie.S with equal forhe to 
church history.
Jt is at this socialising of the process of learning that 
the project aims. It seeks to make real and rpl^tejd to live the 
experiences about which the pupil reads. It seeks, to .bring the 
pupil by self-activity into closer, contapt wi-th the perBonalities 
of the past. ^Murray points out that, ’’Many of the stories and 
undertaking.s- described in biography and history are large per­
sonal or national projects in the full meaiiing of the term."^
These may be' mdde more real to the pupil by the use of the 
project*
Supervision and tka Improvement of Teaching, plai?
2i Teaching, the C'ominon~~l^ranohe's. p.252 
3* Teaching ,hy •^ro.iects. ^..8-
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Tbere §LXe a niuiit)er of forms the project 
1 • Haiidworh. '
may in the teaching gf history* One worthwhile
form is known as handwork* This especially applies to the ele­
mentary grades* .Miss- Waddle sees in hand work* an expression of 
the creative insttnct.* ghe, syas/Mn this instinct man seems to he 
most akin to the divine Creator of whom it is said, *In the be­
ginning Gdd created,- * This ipipulse to creativeness does not be­
long to adult life alone, for from earliest childhood there seems 
to be the constant desire to use materials for the making of 
sometjiing that Just suj.ts the thought, of the indiT^idual* In its 
highest forms this instinct e*xpresses itself in music, art, and 
story.In these grades the church school has made consider­
able advancement in revent times, adopting the principles and 
methods of modern education. Among the younger pupils it gener­
ally includes paper-cutting, clay-modeling and the use of paper-p 
maehe* But handwork has a legitimate place in the learning pro­
cess of older pupils especially those of junior high school grade. 
Of course it will take shmBwhat different form. It may also find 
an important place ir^ Other methods of teaching* ^Qr instance, 
in the dramatization of churqh history lessons,^ there is much 
handw.ork to be done that will call for ingenuity and skill on 
the part of the pupil, and will a.guaint him more closely v/ith 
the facts of church history* Costume-making,scenery-kafcing,mak­
ing of furniture and settings for the use of handwork. Handwork 
may also be used to reconstruct the scenes o-f the heroes' lives* 
Models of ancient monasteries castles and cathedral’s ^y be 
built, thus providing a clearer understanding, of the conditions 
Handwork in Religious Education.u.5
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in which the people lived'. Such ^ojebts will send the pupil 
to the libraries, to museums-, to sources of every type in his 
effort to reproduce as nearly -as- possible the scenes depicted. 
Such'activity will create a'touch'keener. inter'^t and greater 
pupil-effoi?t than can T>e gained by* mel^ely oral teaching.
Another form tbs' project may take is
2 • Map-making.
toap--making. ^n a sense this ishhandwcrk, 
yet it bay justly be considerdd sepatately. -history and geo­
graphy-must in a sense be taught together, history has relations 
ef both timeand place. Without those it has kittle value;for we 
must understand the* events'and lives of’ history in the light of 
their time and place*. Hence, it is essential to the proper teach­
ing of church history that the pupil know the geography of the 
lands in which the Christian church developed and to which it 
has spread.' -This map making, accompanying the’ shifting scones of" 
the history. Such maps -ShO'ald be of sand or paper mache showing 
the topography of -the lands. -
During the early periods of Church history* the scenes will 
lie round the Mediterranean. Later they shift to central Europe, 
then to lonthern Europe, to Germany, France, England and Soot- 
lane. Later ag&in will come scenes ijn America ,then ■‘•ndia,China, 
Japan, Africa and the ‘^Qcific Islands, Such work will be of great 
Interest to the pupil, a^d the facts of church history vvill have 
a new significahoe for him.
rr -D ^ Another form the project may3. Problem-projects. ^
take is whiit will be called here the 
problem-ppOject. Hot that the other typeso of projects' do not 
involve problems but that the writer has in mind the' solving of
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some problem of history that calls more for research and study 
than do the above types. This type is especially suited to the 
pupils of senior high school. They are concerned with the study 
of causes, relations and far-reaching' consequences in history.
Such problems provide many opportunities for group research 
work,and for group studies and actilfities. Such a project may 
cover a lengthy period of church history and call for a number 
of smaller projects in which handwork 'and map-making will be con­
tributing factors. For instance, the problem of discovering the 
deep-seated causes of the Reformation, the study of the" influence 
of the Sew learning upon church history, the- study of. theeoaf- 
feet of the age discovery upon the spread of the Christian church, 
or of the influence of other world religious upon the spread of 
Christianity, arelarge problems that may become group projects, 
involving smaller individual or group p^rojects. Such studies have 
a specific aim and therefore are very effective in holding the 
interest of the pupil. The project in its various forms should 
find a very important place in the .teaching of church history.
F. SuPBrvisbd Strtdy.
An important part of teaching is the proper guidance of the 
pupil in his study. Learning is a process dependent upon pupil 
activity. The teacher creates the situation; but the pupil must 
make the effort .The pupil must study. But here the teacher holds 
an important place. \’?hat phall the pupil study? Hovi? shall he 
study? These are important questions, and can only be met sat­
isfactorily by a program of supervised study—supervised effort 
on the part of the pupil. B^ssalo pc'int.5 out ‘tha^ by the old
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methcrd' tiiie toachcr ttansinittred'thb’toowiedge to' the child; hiis 
part •was to memorize the knowledge. he says, '^Hereafter
the Shho.ol hids' fair to devofte its •‘beBt energies, not to 
memorization, hut to teaching the child hov/ to think, 'how to 
direct his own conduct intelll^Biitly; how to "study without con­
stant dependence ‘hpon the teacher, in the old schoolththe tea­
cher did the-thinking-and most of the' talking, while the child 
did the memorizing, in the hew ‘sohool "the ohildttill do the 
thinking and -itost of the talking, while the teacher vdll te- 
strict himself to* authoughtful stimulation and direction of the' 
process.*"^
-Every analysis of the study process has shown that it is 
not a single reaction occuring spontaneously with 63ili children, 
hut a highly complex meptal activity nec-essitating toainingtEor 
this reason children must he taught how to study.Hall-Quest 
defines supervised dutyd as "that plan of school'procedure 'd ' 
whereby each pupil is" so adeguetsa3r;dnstrticf ed and', directed in 
the -methods pf studying and thinking "that hiS daily preparation 
vdll progress under conditions most favofphle to s’.hygienic, 
economical and self-reliant career of intellectual eMeavor.”^ 
And not only Is the study process complex in itself, ^ts com­
plexity is added to' hy the fact of individual differences* Ho 
two pupils are the same psychologically, any more than they are 
physieally. There are numerous individual fiiffererices and lim­
itations that enter into and affect the study process. This fact 
must he rocogniz'ed' hy the. educator,
1, Earhart^., T-eachiy Children to Study Introduction.
*2. Pechstein-and McGregor ., The PsyChol'Ogy of the 'Junior
High School Pupil. P.170 ^3. Supervised Study. ,E9
So large a place has individual variation 'in 'learning that 
as Judd points out ’’The ^hole School system heyond thr ^i'rst 
six years of elementary schbdl recognizes clearly the pr-inciple 
of differentiation, and is ahsorhed in the study of individual 
variations so as to provide adequately fo:^ the different natures 
and interests of the students.”^ These individual differences 
make .necTessEyy a greater degree of individual instruotion and 
study if the pupil is to have full hencfit of his schooling.This 
means that supervised study with individual aid must play a 
larger part in the edu'cation of youth* ■‘■^arker says, ".Organized 
periods for supervised s^ti^ in high school should replace a 
considerable part of the time spent on recitations in school and 
studying at home. This reform and the arrangements for adapting 
instruction to differences in capacity are the two refpinms most 
needed to increase the efficiency of classroom instruction.
There are a number of real difficulties which confront the 
pupil in his studying* Thase difficulties ukdcbnly be met pro­
perly with the aid of the teacher. One of these is lack of in­
terest. The pupil often lacks the necessayy underlying urge to 
study. There must be ’interest and attention. "The teacher itust 
make the intrinsic worth of the material so clear that it sup­
plies motive or she must make an appeal to sirae natural in­
terest,"'S .I’requently the pupil's difficulty is due to his ina­
bility to see the ppbblem clearly, -^^ny pupils fail in an 
assignment because they are uhable to understand what is re­
quired of them. Furthermore, the lack of a knowledge of where
1 .Psychology of Hjgh School Sub.1ectg.p.6
2. Methods of Teaching dn ^igh Pchools.p.g91.
S. Burt’on. .Supervision and the •improvement of Teaching. p.l96
to find source material causes hindrance to many who are inter­
ested and anxious to pefform the required task* Then,too,the 
inability to judge the worth of facts craates a serious problem 
with some pupils. They are able to gather facts, but lack power 
of proper selection, or their difficulty nay be in the organi­
zation of the material and the drawing of inferences therefrom.
These difficulties make an urgent demand for definite guid-^ 
Sate and supervision in pupil Parker refers to an experi­
ment conducted by Breslich to show the relative 'tfalue of home 
and of supervised study. He concludes, "the home-study class de­
voted on an average two and one half times as much time to eatfh 
lesson as the supervised-study class did. ^n spite of thie enor­
mous difference in the amount of time spent by the two classes, 
the supervised-study class averaged as well in the examination on 
the chapter <!Overed. in the esjperiaent as did the home-study classy 
Thus far the discussion of supervised sutdy has been with 
relation to study in general. i>ut the general principle has very 
definite application to specific subjects. And history is by no 
means an exception. History is largely a content subject, and its 
study of such -aubjects. Proper history study consifeta not so much- . —St "
of memorizing of facts as the interpretation of motives,causes, 
action and conwequenoes. The untrained mind is not capable of 
making the true interpretations; hence, it is essentiil that 
guidance be giben by the teacher.
This is also true in thestudy of Ohtirch history. Here inter- 
pretations deal with rJligious development of the"race. Youth 
draws inferences from the facts of church history and applies 
them to life* Church hiatjory haa a strong influence upon the i 
1. ^thods -^arf-H&anhing-hin'HiKh Schools , p.'BS^ - ^
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'ideals and'motives of life. It is very important,then, th^t the 
right inferences ho drawn hy youth. This is possible olily-under 
proper supervision of hi’s study. The chinch school. teaChe^should 
feel the same responsibility fbr supervising the pupils', study 
of church history as the public school teacher does in the prop­
er teaching of secular history.
Supervision of study may be considered xmder three aspects; 
namely,the assiggment,the study period, and the recitation period. 
In a sense these are separate step's in the teaching process; but, 
in that they have to do with the class session and are under the 
direction of the teacher, they are here to be considered as 
phases of the supervision of study.
The assignment of the lesson is
1. Assignment of
a gery important step in teaching.Too
the liesson
often the assingment is Idft to the 
closing mllinutes of tlie session, then a pa'ge or chapter assign­
ment is indefinitely made. This is a very poor method. Assign­
ments should be farefully made and may well take anywhere from 
ten minute's to two-thirds of the period. As Tyron^ points out, 
they should be very specific and definite in order that the 
pupil v;ill understand what he is to do. They should anticipate' 
his difficulties and explain them for him. They should guide 
him in his approach to the study, and should be adapted not mere­
ly to the class but also thethe individual abilities and differ­
ences of the pupils. S^udy on the part of the pupil can'not be 
effective unless there is proper assig^enf pf 'the lesson.
Furthermore", the assi-gnments should generally arise out of 
The Teaching of Hj^g-fcoryin Junior and Sehior hjp^h Schools.u.
2. The Study Period,
some question of the pupil or the class, or ,o.ut of some matter of 
great interest in the lesson for the class. Assigganents that 
are not closely related to the lesson in hand do not arouse as 
much interest and response on the part of th€^upil as do those 
that arise out of the lesson under discussion.
The study period is in reality 
the performing of the task assigged. 
As a rule itshhaHiM follow the assiggmentv Such study should re­
place a considerahle part of the time now spent in class recita­
tion and home study. Too often it is used for the memorization 
of facts to he repeated in class during the recitation period.
The class study period is supervised. It is work with the tea-? 
Cher rather than v/ork for the teacher as tog often "homev/ork”Is. 
The assignment should, as a rule, lead to reflective thinking 
and to the solving o^ problems. These processes should be guided 
by the teacher. This is possible only in class study, i^^rker^ 
points out that if home study is necessary the supervised study 
should precede and make possible satisfactory home During
hte period of supervised sttdy the teacher is present to aid the 
pupil in the solving of his difficulties. This often eliminates 
long and fruitless struggles with problems that arise. This fruit­
less struggle in home study too often leads to discouragement 
and a resultant dropping-out of school on the part of the pupil.
, ^ The recitation period Is that3. The Hecltation.
portion of the class ppriod in which 
the pupil makes his contribition to the class study, Formerly the 
l.Methods of Teaching in Schools,p.416
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recitation was looked upon as popferidd for tke reciting of memor­
ized facts. It was in a sense s quiz period? 2his view is now 
rapidly changing, ^“^odern educators consider the recitation should 
he a means of increasing knowledge rather than of measuring it.
It is tnue the pupil should he held up to n high, standard of 
work. But the recitation should he a sympathetic cooperative en­
terprise on theppart of t’he whole class. It should he a worth 
while enterprise the purpose of which if to make a united con- 
tirihution on the pact of the class for the benefit of both the 
individual and the class. Davie in She Technique of Teahhing^ 
strongly recommends the socialized recitation in which there is 
a personal participation in the responsibility of class ropm in­
struction. Ihe teacher should aim to develop the socialized re­
citation. It makes for clear thinking add stating of the problem. 
Burton speaking of the great value of a recitation period in 
which the pupils make real contrihdtions says,"The very highest 
type of training is given v^hen pupils are stimulated to partici­
pate and advance opinions, are held for evidence and proof, when 
they became interested enough in their own argximants to hunhi up 
further evidence and rogankzo it for presentation, when there is 
the free interchange of ideas." This is socialized recitation. 
It is a teaching agency rather than a testing device and is a 
very important factor in instruction.
1 •





A s'tudy has heen made of the place and method of teaching 
church history in week-day schools of religion of high school 
grade* l"t is not di'fficult to see the importance of giving to 
church history a place in the curricula of such schools, 
ligious training must he training in rolig^ouB living, The youth 
must he taught how to live his life religiously, to face his 
problems courageously and to solve them in the most Christian 
manner, ihe problems that confront youth seem nev/. They are new 
to him-, hut they' are not new to the race. Others v/ho have lived 
before him Have "failed these ^problems and solved 'them according 
to the principles of Christ, Church history largely deals with 
the solution of the problems of the individual, of the churchy ' 
and of society religiously. If, therefore, the youth would re­
ceive the 'benefit -of the centuries of living, and religious de­
velopment that have preceded him, he must be taught church his­
tory.
It has also beOn shown that the teaching of s^hgects of re­
ligious content cannot justly bo carried on by the publicly sup­
ported State schools; hence, the church must provide schools frr 
this purpose. The church school as now constituted cannot ade­
quately train youth in religious living, REligious training must 
be a continuous process if it is to be effective. Therefore, the 
church must demand sufficient of the pupils' time daily for ade­
quate religious instruction.
In the building up of the curriculum for thdse schools aare 
must be taken to. organize a well rounded program, providing for 
the various religious needs of youth,Among the courses given
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there should he a full and thorough study of the history of the 
Christian church. Church history is a socio-religious study pro­
viding all the Values of a sovial science, with the supremely 
important religious, emphasis and interpretation. Herein, is a 
much needed training for the youth. ITurtherraora, since the chuTQh 
is the organized institution of the Christian religion to which 
the individual should attach himself and through which he is ex-» 
pected to make his religious contril^iTliihn to soc^fe^, he should 
he acquainted v/ith its development and its accomplisliments if 
he is to ally himself intelligently with it.
Such a study should provide a thorough knowledge of the his­
tory of the Christian church in its various aspects. It shoiild 
take into consideration the development of the high school pupil, 
and should he presented so as best to meet his needs, and appeal 
to his developing interests*
1116 teacher of thurch history must keep in mind the funda­
mental psychological principles of teaching, espexially those 
essential to the proper teaching of church history. His mehliod 
must he pedagpgically sound. Ho longer shall he he satisfied
I
with the unscientific methods’ of the Sunday school. He must hear 
in mind that the church school is a school and to he effective 





The i)-arjpose of the foregoing study has "been to show the 
importance of ohurch history as a -course of study in the curric­
ulum of secondary week-day schools of religion, and also to point 
out certain methods that should he used in its teaching. The pur­
pose of this chapter is to summarize the various points stressed 
in the treatment of the. suhj'ect discussed..
The curriculum of secon­
dary education a^ththe present 
time it the result of a gra4-
A,, The £laee of History 
In Secondary Education
ual development covering many yearsi The aii^a of education con­
trol the content of the curriculum. The early view was that edu­
cation should he cult\iral,i Useful knowledge was not considered 
an essential element in the courses of study; hence the cultural 
sciences comprised the whole curriculum. The next step in the 
broadening process was taken when educators came to appreciate’ 
the value of the physical sciences in daily life. This brought 
about the introduction of these st;i&dies into secondary education. 
The third main grpup of studies to find a place in the curriculum 
were tha social sciences,These have closest relation to human con­
duct; hence, should, be .givenna very important plave in the edu-• 
cationsl program of the adolescent, History holds the most im­
portant place among the social sciences that are taught in the 
high sbhoolsttoday, Tho content and time requirements are varied. 
The content requirements ranging from any' one to .all of the fol­
lowing divisions of history; AndiSnt, European, Modern, and 
American, Tho time requirements also have a wide range; but on 
the average they amount -to about 15^ of the total time re­
quirements of the curriculum.
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But there are certain weaknesses present in teaching sec­
ular history. One of these is the fact that the chief emphasis 
in the texts in use is militaristic. The greatest stress has 
been placed on the negative side of history. Another is its non- 
moral nature. Very little emphasis is placed upon the moral phas-
A.
es of human development. T^e stressing of these is left chiefly 
to the teacher. As a result, too often they are neglected. Fur- 
thermore,history, as- taught in the public shhools , fails to pre­
sent in a positive manner theireligious factors that have been 
at work in society’s growth. The church and its influence, re­
ligion as a force, and the groitohh of the Christian religion have 
either been presanted in a negative light or Neglected entirely. 
There is a very great need for the teaching of these phases of 
history to youth.
The weaknesses presentB. >The Place tff. ghurch History
in teaching history inIn Secondary Schools of Religion. 'j
the public schools are
partly inherent in the nature of the public schools themselves.
In a democracy, public schools must of necessity refrain from 
teaching religion. The public school is essentially non-religious. 
But youth must be taught r|iligious values. Youth must be trained 
in religious living if he is to become a citizen v/ho is motivated 
by high purposes and guided by religious principles. The Sunday 
School has attempted this; but, due to lack of time, of trained 
workers, of equipment afld of finances, has failed to accpinplish 
the task. The only solution of the problem Ifees in the establish­
ment of a system of week-day schools S'f religion paralleling the 
public schools, the purpose of which shall be to provide
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systematic religious training for young people.
These schools should have close relation to the Sunday 
Schools. Though they should he.rwhega^Brdpopsihlep-u^j^Dimtinthyol 
schools, furthermore, they should he recognized hy the public s 
school .authorities. The pupils of the public schoals should be 
permitted school time, for attendsmae at the church schools. But 
what shall be included in the curriculum of these schools. As in 
the public schools, the aim of the teaching will govern the con­
tent of what i^ taught. The purpose of these schools should be to 
provide means of religious training, to supplement the work now 
being done by the Sunday School, and also to supplement the 
curriculum of the public shhoola.
These aims will bripg into the curriculum such studies as; 
the Bible, the life of Christ, the ApostSMc Period. Biblical 
Geography, "^sic, .Art and great hymns, and Christian Ethics. But 
it will also include the 'teaching of church history. Such is 
neaessary since it presents the record of the growth of the Chris­
tian church, an account of the great religious movements and of 
the outstanding religious leaders, and is a source of interpreta­
tion Of present day influences. The- amount of time demoted to 
church history should be at least*16 percent of the total time 
allotted to wefek-day religious educationi
a. Church History history taught in the curric-
in the Currioi:lim. week-day religious schools
should be organized so as best to 
ffioet the needs of the adclesonet, Buring the first tiropyeara pf 
the high sohool period the youth Is lufluenoes most strongly hy
"biography. Hence his study of church history should he "bio­
graphical, covering the whole period from the fopn^ing" of the 
Christian church down to the present day# ^t should include those*
persons" who have "been the greatesfl-eaderB in the religious de­
velopment of the race. ’
vJ Following the biographical should come a tT/o year study of 
the epoch-making events of church history. It should consider 
them in the light of their causes and sohsequences, and of their 
significance fOE the' presnet day.
. «Finally, there should be a philosophical presentation of 
church history for the adcSlescent during the last two years of 
the high school period. The organization of the study on this, b 
basis will be v/ith purpose of giving a general view of the re­
ligious growth of society as a unified progressive movement, each 
phase bsing dlosely related to all tther phases. The church v/ill 
be shown to be the agency of the Holy Spirit inthework of
f
Christianizing the world.
h. The Psychology of 
Teaching Church Hjetory
If church history is to be 
effedtively taughtm it must be 
taught in adcordance v/ith the
general psychological principles of teaching. These principles
will apply equally well to each year of adolescence,anh to each 
method of approach to the subject.
The teachorcahuMd keep in kind the nature of church his­
tory as a subject. He should vary his method of approach to the 
subject, organization of material, and his presentation accord­
ing to the ages and needs of the pupils. The purpose and aims 
desired in the teaching of church history should constantly be
opnsldere4, and the prooese organised to meet the alms, in 
general theprpreoese will include selection of material from 
the large field of church history. Such selection mill he gorern- 
ed hy the chosen aims and hy the mehtods offapproaoh, Bollor/ing 
the selection, the material must be presented'and visualises.
The facts taught must be made real to the pupil if they are to 
have meaning fer him; By furthersB&aieOMDp. organisation and drill 
these facts should be thoroughly learned. But facts are of little
value unless judgment in their use is developed. The pupil in 
studying churoh'hlstcry, should be trained to maBo sound moral 
Judgments as to the onuses, motives, actions and influanoes. ex. 
pressed in the church history. Pinally ho must be trained to 
carry those Judgments over into dally conduct, he be train-
ed to live the lessons he hea learned,
E. Method, ot geanhinp- ^o?*egoingt c^enelal
Church Histo-ry. uxiurcn nis-
tory in mind, the teacher should 
have definite methods of treatmont, and presentation of material, 
One Of these should ho the narrative, dealing with biography and 
the accounts of great events . Another should be the topical, by 
uhleh great periods and movements may be deilt with as a topic 
for more or less extended study. By the philosophical method the 
teacher will pr.,sent the facts of the race, the causal relations 
in church history, and the social and religious implications, '
^ He Will use the eye as well as the ear of the pupil; hence 
various types of visual presentation v/111 be used. Per Instance. 
dramatisation, the use of art and pictures, and visits to museums
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and a study of the religs and customs of the particular periods 
will all he very valuable in teaching church history.
jPurthermoreo»the pupil should he trained to organize and 
to use the material learned with a view to more thorough grasp 
and appreciation of the subject. Here the porject will he of 
great value. By -fche use of handwork, map-making and definite 
problems assigned to the class, the pupils may be taught to do 
much original work, and to a much broader study of the material.
Finally, the teacher should not fail to adopt a plan of 
supervised study. The pupil should be taught how to study. Care 
must be giben to assignments of the lesson to be. studied. VThen 
this has been done, time should be given the pupil for classroom 
study, with the teacher at hand to aid int.resolving any difficult 
culties that may arise. Then will follow the recitation period 
when the pupils by reports, questions, and ansv/ers, and by 
discussion will be led to a constructive impression of the ma- 
turial learned. These methods will be varied according to the 
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